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by Jeni Porche

By joining creative forces to develop a professional leadership conference, three Governors State University (GSU) campus organizations, Students in Communication,
Kappa Kappa Chapter of Lambda Pi Eta
Communication Honor Society, and the Student Ute Division, hosted "Leadership on the
Verge: A Conference on Professional and
Personal Communication" on Saturday, October 21, 2000 in the Hall of Honors at GSU.
We all wanted to find a way to raise
awareness about the importance of good
communication skills and get students, the
community, and faculty members worl<ing and
thinking together," said conference committee public relations representative and second-year communications graduate student,
Amy Chmuras. Chmuras and the planning
committee worked for nearly six months organizing presentation themes into a day-long

program of events, and on contacting community leaders
with substantive backgrounds and practical experience in
communication theories, techniques, and applicatiOnS. Keynote speaker, Phil Zepeda, from the American Red Cross'
national headquarters in Washington D.C., kicked-off the
event.
The conference breakout sessions tackled such communication concerns as listening, conflict management, cultural communication, and the role of media in conjunction
with leadership. "This (conference) was an opportunity to
brush up one's skills and network with experienced professionals," said Dr. Ana Kong, professor In the College of Arts
and Sciences (CAS) at GSU, and academic advisor to the
conference organizers.
GSU students, community members, area community college students, and a small group from the Netherlands were
among the budding leaders in attendance. Students from
various fields were asked to participate. The conference's
central message was executed though modeling how inter
generational, culturaUethnic, sexual orientation, and even
difference in one's field of study can impact perspective
(cont. on p.5)

Governors State University (GSU)President,Stuart Fagan, announced last
week that Governor George H. Ryan has appointed two new trustees Kathleen Field Orr and Lorine Skulark Samuels - to serve on the GSU
Board of Trustees.
Orr, principal, Kathleen Field 0" and Associates, is a practicing
attorney with a wealth of experience in municipal law and municipal
finance. She has served as chairperson of the Local Government
Section Council of the Illinois Bar Association, and is a member of the

Home Ru/8 Attorneys Committee of the Illinois Municipal L9Bgue.
Orr's community involvement is extensive, and includes serving as onetime president of the Abby Foundation, a woman's organization with
funding of more than $50,000 annually in grants and scholarships for

young women. Orr's new appointment builds upon an established
relationship with the GSU community as she currently serves as a
member of the Board of Directors of the Center for Performing Arts at
GSU, a position she has held since the Center opened in 1995.
Additionally, Orr was a member of the Board of Directors of the GSU
••11nr~1 FoundatiOn from 1993 until1998. She is a resident of Flossmoor, IL.
"I've been involved with GSU for many years. I am honored to serve as
a trustee. Governors State University is a vital part of the far south
suburban community. It provides educational opportunity for thousands
::~~W'·"~~• of people who might not otherwise be able to advance their education,"
Orr said.
Samuels is the presidenVowner of Strategic Business Services in
Homewood, Ill. She serves on the Chicago Southland Chamber of
Commerce in Homewood, IL, and on the New Lenox Chamber of
Commerce in that region. Samuels has served as a consultant with the
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GSU to Host Open
House

by M.L. Hosty

Dr. Rashidah Jaami' Muhammad, instructor
and coordinator of the English department
here at Governors State University (GSU)
has certainly been receiving a lion's share of
negative commentary from students enrolled
in that discipline regardeng her propriety and
ability as a member of the university's
academic community. Previous Issues of the
student newspaper have witnessed lettersto-the-editor about suspicious granting of
scholarly awards, negligible course
offerings, and negligent instructors in that
department, and recently, even more
disturbing information has made its way to
the student press about program decisions
made by Muhammad. (cont.on p.12)
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De Laforcade's Contract
Dispute Reaches
3rd Phase Arbitration
by M. L.
Hosty

On this, the tenth day past the allocated due
date for personnel matters to enter Into arbitration, Dr.
Geoffroy de Laforcade, formerly employed by Governors State University (GSU) In Its College of Arts and
Sciences (CAS) as a Unit-B lecturer, is being forced to
consider outside legal recourse in an attempt to resolve his grievance against the administration and the
dean of the college for which he worked, Dr. Roger
Oden. The decision to move towards external legislation is being mitigated by the university's failure to adhere to union contract guidelines for personnel mato.~.-ncat..~c~tJonMr......,~
dlniMIIIdni•JunclwonhlldlnAIIIIIIII'Ihonor
1
atChlc:lgo'IUnlonLAaguaCiubln "'·

New Members
Appointed to GSU
Board of Trustees

ters.
De Laforcade, a Yale graduate specializing in Latin
American, Caribbean, and African history, and who

also taught courses on Europe and comparative world civilizations, came to GSU to
develop the Integrative Studies program, and contends that the university has violated its
contractual agreements per his employment, and that he has yet to receive either
satisfactory treatment in his dealings with the GSU administration as regards his
grievance for wrongful dismissal. De Lalorcade states that neither he nor the union rAr.Aiv'wi
official notice that his services would no longer be retained, despite having brought to the
attention of the administration that the union-administrative contract stipulates that • the university administration shall provide the Union with a report on changes in status• of
employees. De Laforcade claims that he first had an indication that he was to be released
from employment following the receipt of a copy of a missive indicating such from the division
chair of CAS, Dr. Joyce Kennedy, which was addressed to Oden and which noted that de
on
Laforcade's services were not recommended for retention due to shifts In

On Saturday, November 4, 2000, Governors State University (GSU) will
hold its annual "Discovery Day" open house to give prospective students an
opportunity to discover the possibilities that come with a quality college
education. GSU will be opening its doors to prospective undergraduate and
graduate students from 8:30a.m. to noon.
All of the colleges within the university - Education, Arts and Sciences,
Health Professions, and Business and Public Administration - will be on
hand to answer any questions about the respective programs. Tours of the
facilities will also be available. Additionally, individuals will have a chance to
learn more about GSU's adult and continuing education programs, student
life, and student development opportunities.
GSU is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools. GSU is also a member of the Illinois Council of Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs, and nearly all eligible programs are
accredited or in accreditation candidacy (for new programs) by their respective professional accrediting agencies. Individuals seeking more information about "Discovery Day" should call (708) 534-4490.
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Gender

REALITY
by Kelly R. Bober

On Thursday, October 5,
the Food and Drug
~lnis1tratKYI (FDA) approved
of the abortion pill
nifAori~:tonA. known as RU 486.
ruling will allow basically
doctor to prescribe the pills, as long as s/he can
xn::~w;~ve1v date pregnancies and is willing to surgically
nrAIVAI'IA if something were to go wrong. Since this ruling,
debates have only Increased in intensity. While some
argue that this legalization is long overdue and that all
should have this option, it Is more detrimental than we
possibly imagine.
the attack on RU 486 continues, I must reveal my
sentiments on abortion. Plain and simple, abortion is
While this belief is the basis of my argument, I must be
, abortion is wrong unless rape is involved, or the
and/or child face severe physical repercussions. Aside
these two instances, I feel that abortions are the acts of
,~lUelel>S individuals who are unwilling to take responsibility for
actions. If a woman becomes pregnant and feels that
cannot provide financially and mentally for the child, there
many childless couples looking to adopt.
486 is simply making abortions more available, which
only lead more and more women to pursue that option.
a woman does not even have to have an operation, as
take a few pills, and presto- no more baby. The
disturbing aspect of medical abortion (i.e., utilizing RU
is the supposed easiness of its effect. What is going to
down teenagers considering having unprotected sex? If a
pregnant, she could take a few pills, and her "problem"
go away. This mindset Is what is frightening; the easier
get an abortion, the less worried females might be
having unwanted pregnancies.
RU 486 is not the little magical pill that will miraculously rid
1nw.~nt•~ babies. Unlike surgical abortion, medical abortion is
m•Jirn-snm process. Per the FDA, expectant women are
to visit their doctors no less than three times in a twotimeframe. The first visit ensures that the pregnancy is
in the early stages. If a woman is more than 49 days after
last period, medical abortion will not, at this time, be an
A woman undergoing medical abortion will take two
pills, mifepristone and misoprostol. Mifepristone
''"'""~lr.Airlv reduces the woman's progesterone levels, which
nAr>~~!;._~:..rv for a pregnancy, and misoprostol induces
if successful, will expel the fetus. The third
to the doctor is to ensure that the abortion was
seeking abortions, RU 486 is not without its
Many women who live too far away from clinics may
access to abortions. Also, clinics performing abortions
not be completely safe these days, a result of sometimes
protestors who harass patients and physicians. RU 486
women to avoid such commotion, and to get rid of
in private. It has also been said that, unlike
abortion, medical abortion seems more natural. Yes,
486- the natural way to dispose of a baby. What a world
have become.
Opinion polls consistently offer that Americans find abortions
the first few weeks of pregnancy less troubling than those
•Arf.nm•Ati in the second or third trimester. Why is this? Is it
faces, feet, fingers, and noses cannot be seen? Or
one cannot physically recognize the fetus as a human, it
easier to get rid of? Even within a few weeks of fertilization,
baby has a heartbeat. While many will 81Que that a fetus is not
baby" until a certain lime, the fetus Is, at even the earliest point of
"""""''""" alive. Who gave us the nght to take such ~fe away?
Americans now have another choice, and so too, another way out. In the
accidental pregnancy, all one has to do is go to one's doctor
out about $300. MIStakes happen all of the lime, and we now
better way to ,ix" them. Knowing that I ~ve in a WOI1d where an
like this exists makes me slck. If one Is not ready to have a baby,
ready for the possibility of having a baby, then one should not have
We are not uncontrollable anmats. When one Is ready for the possbllty
a baby, then best birth control out there should be used, not
In the back of one's mind that an abortiOn can always be had if it
the option of abortion were not so readily available, the act of sex
taken much more seriously.
are engaging In lnteroourse, ask yourself whether or not you are
to handle a baby at this point In lime. If you know, without a
that becoming pregnant wWd be the worst thing lor you, stop having
until you're ready. Sex is an adUt action, with adUI consequences;

Isn't prepared for the possibility of the consequences, then one Isn't
for the action.
is what we slloUd be teaching OtK teenagers. We should be teaching
that there are consequences to all of their actions, and that
need to be held responsible lor them. We should teach our children
to make good decisions. Most importantly, we should not be teaching
children of the easy ways to fix the problems that we may have caused.
486 Is not the solution to our mistakes.
when a hand cannot be detected, a fetus will eventually have the
wave that hand. AI fetuses have the right to live, to grow ~. and
hlshler own difflcUt decisions. If you or someone you know gets
unwittingly, give the baby to a family who willove l*nttoer like it
h may not be as quick and painless as AU 486, but it Is the
asoonslblethlng to do.

Send in your thoughts
and
comments
about your experience
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an article beginning on the front page of the most recent Issue, entitled "Think Before You Choose." I suspect that those W0110ng dosely with the publication would
be gravely concerned about any writer's violating accepted journalistic codes of ethics; unfortunately, this
article appears to do just that.
Presented within the context and framework of a news
story~s opposed to an opinion piece or feature--the
alticle purports to wam students about the Importance
of choosing wisely when selecting the members of a
thesis committee. However, by leaving the article unsigned and with criticism of a particular faculty member
who Is named-while the aggrieved student is not~e
alticle begins to look like a pretense for a single student's
While I am pleaSed that the "unnamed stuReaders Respond to Oct. 3rd "Think complaint
dent" appreciated the work of some members of the
Before You Choosen Feature
committee, it is imperative that we all understand that
Dear Editor:
without certain processes, the paper's journalistic integrity risks being completely undermined. What becomes,
It has been my fortune to encounter Dr. Jacqueline then, of the truly Important issues those on the staff seek
Kilpatrick in both the academic and extra-curricular settings to analyze and explore?
during my time as a student here at GSU.
As far as I know, neither of the two faculty members
I have found Dr. Kilpatrick to be a superb teacher; careful, named were asked for comment; perhaps this would
competent, attentive, and dedicated. She has displayed an have not allowed the reporter to remain anonymous,
awesome depth of knowledge of her subject matter, and a but Integrity should transcend anonymity in something
clearly evident desire that her students learn and excel. She presented as a news story. Moreover, valid news reis a profoundly important asset to the English department of porting demands that an attempt be made to contact
those named or involved and for the reporter to Identify
this university.
The recently published article about her, unsigned, un- him or herself. If those asked were to refuse, well, then,
bylined, undocumented, and unsubstantiated, with no op- that entitles the writer to say, "So-and-so denied our reportunity for Dr. Kilpatrick to answer her critic or critics, is quest for comment. • Why, then, Is the student •ununfortunately a shining example of the sort of ridiculously named" and the faculty members named? Why menunprofessional journalism that I believe the INNOVATOR is tion two of the committee members and leave the third
justly infamous for.
out-when in fact there was a third member of the comOn a personal level, I have found Dr. Kilpatrick to be a mittee? In the hands of an ethical journalistic practice,
warm, witty, giving, and compassionate person. I have been the named faculty member held up for critique would
very pleaSed to have made her acquaintance, and look forhave been given the opportunity for comment, and a
ward to many years of friendship with her.
"balanced" viewpoint regarding the often Oustifiably)
Jackie, I'll happily take a seat in one of your classrooms problematic nature of thesis committees would have
anytime! I am not afraid to sign my name.
been the focus of the story. Why did this not happen?
There are those who have suggested to me that the
Paul W. Burgess
unsigned "news" story was written by the •unnamed student" him or herself. There is a valid grievance process
Student, English department
at GSU for students. Would this not have been a more
Dear Editor:
appropriate vehicle for the student's concerns? Using
the "news" as a forum Instead suggests the student's
First, I'd like to register my support for the Innovator staff's knowledge that such a grievance might have no merit
attempts to address important, substantive issues of impor- and would therefore fail.
No matter one's position on a particular Issue or the
tance to GSU students and to the GSU community as a
whole.
merits of one's point of view, there are legitimate, ethl,.lliallm•conceilillillmllliledii,•howllilllle•ve•ril
, abo
. .•ut•the•ilp•rob-le•ma•ti•~c•na•tu•re•o•fllllllltt:ally significant procedures mandated when reporting
l
the news. I strongly urge the staff of the Innovator to
follow these practices so that the ethics and integrity
TheiRlfOVATOB
of the newspaper and its staff are not completely unSerwlg GoY.nors Slate Uno-.ty sanoe 1971
The INNCVAWR 11 adilad .nd pubtolhad by the students
dermined.
ol Go\oemcn S.... UrWarloly, lkWerllty Par1c, L 60466.
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Uno--.ty doecounse community, .nd to lnlorm, aduc:81a, entertain, .nd matter.
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Dear Editor:
Congratulations for writing about topics about which
students are interested. I have mixed feelings about
the article titled "Think Before You Choose" that was
printed in the October 3, 2000 issue of the INNOVATOR. On one hand, I have been through the thesis
process, and had a very hard time because two teachers on my committee Ignored me the two trimesters it
took me to write the project. I wrote, called, ernailed,
asked questions after classes, and ended up complaining to the program director. She did nothing to "make"
my thesis committee members work. I wanted to graduate, so 1didn't take It any further. I understand why the
writer did not sign the article about the problems he/
she faced. Some programs are so small, and so understaffed, that one light with one teacher, and a student is blacklisted.
On the other hand, I am interested in knowing what
Dr. Kilpatrick has to say In her own defense. Personalities aside, as a thesis committee member, did she
do the job she promiSed?
English student

. . . .. .

The INNOVATOR responds:
Due to the amount of response this article has apparently generated, it would be uncharacteristically
negligent on our part to not darify a few points regarding it. We are nothing short of being delighted in hav-

ing received a number of responses to this artide, since, if anything,
it indicates that the paper is, indeed, being read. The absence of its
byline, however, was a result of layout error, and not desired anonymity on the part of the author, Kelly R. Bober, who had intended
fully for her name to appear with the article.
The paper's software is linked directly to the university's server,
and as a result of malfunctions attributed to storm-induced power
fluctuations affecting the server at the time the layout was being
saved, some of our files were corrupted, even to the point of the
publisher's not being able to open a few. (Hence the brief delay in
the release of the prior issue.) This is something which Mr. John
Buenger, Director of ITS for GSU, has graciously consented to confirm in a memo on the paper's behalf.
Although some readers appear to be under the impression that
the article, which began on the front cover, was a news item, in fact,
It concluded not in the news section, but in that of features. Journalistic requisites for features items do not corroborate entirely with
those of news, and the author wrote well within the established parameters of feature publications: it is not for no reason that the paper
retains at all times the services of an experienced journalist as its
advisor, whose responsibility it is to ensure that writers adhere to
such standards as must be observed per each article genre.
As for insinuations of the article being "unsubstantiated." the INNOVATOR, per its own editorial policy, does not knowingly publish
items without some type of validation of their contents. While one
student's experiences with Dr. Kilpatrick were professedly positive,
they do not negate the experiences of another student's with the
same instructor: Ms. Bober is merely one of Dr. Kilpatrick's many
students, and the article was a means of her sharing her experiences with that instructor in particular. The editor-in-chief invited Dr.
Kilpatrick to respond in a number of ways (to defend her position),
however, the paper has not yet heard back from her.
Editor, M.l. Hosty, was directly involved in the thesis predicament
about which Ms. Bober wrote, and will attest to the fact that she
(Hosty) collected Dr. Kilpatrick's initial review of Ms. Bober's thesis
(which was mounted to Dr. Holdstein's office door) from the (always
helpful) secretary of the English department, Margaret Hopson, at 5
p.m. on the afternoon of Friday, August 18, 2000--the evening just
prior to the close of the trimester of which Ms. Bober was scheduled
to graduate. Readers will, naturally, draw their own conclusions as
to whether or not this constitutes negligence on Dr. Kilpatrick's part,
as one letter-writer poses that very question. The INNOVATOR
wishes to extend apologies to Ms. Bober for her article's not being
property credited, and is hopeful that she will continue to be valued
contributor.
Dear Editor:

. . .... ...... .... . . .

The recently formed GSU Drama Club, apparently, is an
exclusive club. According to regulations for public- funded
universities, membership and participation in all dubs and
organizations are to be open and inclusive to all students. The
GSU Drama Club does not adhere to this policy, it would seem.
Decisions are being made as to what extent of involvement will be
permitted In club activities by an exclusive minority within that body,
which, thus far, is only allowing participation of select students, and
begrudgingly at that.
So far as I have been able to learn, the dub has developed no
charter, and no guidelines have been written or ratified as to how
the club should be organized and operate, despite the feet that
members of the club have been heard to remark that an amount of
$1,000 has been granted to them by approval of someone in
(cont. on p. 4)
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by Matthew A. Braxton

months late), however, two days after a call was placed to the financial
aid office on her behalf (by one of her more sympathetic and take-charge
supervisors), the check appeared in her office's mailbox-with no postage on the envelope, bearing simply her name and office location. That's
foul. This would indicate that financial aid (the director, no less) flat-out
lied about mailing the check in the first place, as not only did the check
appear simply as a result of internal pressure, but also to a location for
which it was not normally intended, as such checks are mailed to home
addresses always. Does the administration here think that we are so
stupid that such blatant discrepancies go unnoticed by students?
I, for one, am no dummy. I know that if school offiCials can treat me
poorly, a man who has hard evidence of their incompetence and dishonesty, then these very people would have no problem doing the same
things to those students less vocal, and, quite honestly, less confrontational than yours truly. (In my defense, I have in my possession the
copies from my VA financial aid file which illustrate the arbitrary adherence to the rules they so vehemently spew at students when confronted.)
It is time for us to stop taking whatever poor service we are given. Following my previous column, several students discussed within the student senate forum this sentiment, and described the problems they are
having with financial aid. One student was told that the office was backedup because of unfilled positions in the office. Whose responsibility is it
to ensure that vacancies do not occur or persist? The university's. Whose
problem does it become when the administration falls down on the job?
The students. We pay our tuition and fees every term-the university
sees to that well enough. We should not be penalized because the
school fails to provide services and personnel for which we have paid.
(When have you ever heard an administrator admit any sort of wrongdoing?) In fact, the university penalizes students when they are late
with tuition payments or overdue books to its library-why does the
university not compensate students for when it is responsible for gross
and/or willful tardiness on its part? This school is quick to fine us, but
slow to pay out that to which we are duly entitled. Think about problems
you may have experienced with any of the departments at this univer-

It is a sad state of affairs When grave
injustices are committed against individuals by those whom are paid to serve them,
wherein those employed begin to exact
revenge against the people who "drop
dimes• on them for addressing the caliber
of employee performance. This is the
eighth week of a 16-week semester, and,
as I write this column, I •till have not received my financial aid award letter for this
term. (The award letter precludes the receipt of funds, which means that I am nowhere near to receiving the funds now long
overdue to me.) Moreover, neither has my
wife, also a student at Governors State
University (GSU). In addition to the inappropriateness of the delay for receiving our
stipends, I, a rightful recipient of the Illinois Veterans Grant, have not yet had my
tuition waived for this semester. The financial aid offiCe has had my grant letter in its
- -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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sity, and with what contentions you might have had to bear: the
student is the one who has failed to do the appropriate thing; the
student is the one who has to bear the responsibility for proving his/
her case; or, as the case may be herein, the student is the one who
must wait (indefinitely) to get his/her check in the mail. We pay
them, guys- we pay them.
Fortunately, the Student Senate at GSU, in conjunction with a
member of the Board of Trustees, has formed an ad hoc committee to investigate the many rom plaints students have voiced against
the financial aid office here. Responses to my previous column
helped many students see to this necessary action, although, unfortunately, I have oome to the realization that GSU might not be
the place for me; the administration is allowed to fail or penalize me
without any fear of recrimination, it appears, and in order for anything to be accomplished, the students must assume all responsibility in seeing things through: Who has time to devote to studies if
fighting incompetence, apathy, and bureaucracy while trying to raise
a family, as do my wife and I ? I have met several classmates and
faculty members whom I will always admire and never forget. For
those readers who do not know me, please understand that the
things about which I have written have not been solely for my benefit. (If anything, I appear to have punished for speaking out.) I
have used the sharing of my experiences in this column as a doorway for addressing the larger issues associated with those experiences, and am hopeful that "integrity" and "honesty; and "forthcoming• are sentiments which will always be associated with my
character for doing so. I believe strongly that, deep down, the administrators of which I speak know that they have done wrongthat they know that they are failing us as administrators, and that
they simply do not care. It is up to students, therefore, to see that
these wrongs get righted, and I encourage every student to make
known his or her grievances, whether by contacting either their
senate or their press. Benjamin Franklin, perhaps, said it best in
noting "United we stand, divided we fall"-though it might be more
accurate to state that, at GSU at least, the students are not merely
-. falling, but being pushed.

•••to the Holy Land to Instill •••
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Slippery, why Ia your
back pack riddled with
holea?
.............

since
full well that I have 15 units left in my account.
Why, then, am I still getting bills from our
bursar's offiCe? I believe it is because of about
what I spoke to administrators per their lying,
as well as for what I wrote in my previous column.
Before I go any further, I should explain what
the Illinois Veterans' Grant is. The IVG, as it
is called most often, gives every honorably
discharged veteran 120 units which can be
used to earn college credits for free. Each
unit pays for a college credit at any state college or university in Illinois. The school knows
that I have 15 units remaining, for I received
a letter from this past term informing me that
I still had 24 units in my account. After taking
nine credits over the summer term, any person who has completed second grade can
figure out that I still have 15 units left. I called
and spoke with my financial aid counselor,
Mr. David Weinberger, a man whom, as a result of my dealings with him, I now hold in
considerably low esteem, and he could not
(or more probably would not) explain why my
bnl has not been paid or my money awarded.
It is common knowledge of those who process these grants at other schools that its
recipients are not Obligated to pay their tuition upfront; in previous trimesters, this policy
has been followed at GSU as welL It seems
apparent enough to me that the failure to apply my units to my tuition is an act of retaliation for reporting the inaccumte counseling I
received last term from a number of individuals associated with this matter.
Of course, this failure to properly handle my
account could also be a sign of our financial
aid office's incompetence. Other students,
some of whom are members of the student
senate and/or student press, have also experienced problems (and continue to do so)
associated with the processing of their financial aid. One student (who is also a university
employee) was told that her check had been
mailed to her home just last week (still two

("Drama Club" cont. from p. 3)
Student Life, the money of which I speculate derives from the student
fees. According to governmental policies, the club is not entitled to
receive money until it presents a charter and a budget request to the
Student Fee Board, and its activation is ratified by the Student Senate,
of which the fee board is a subcommittee in partnership With other
volunteer students electing to serve on it.
If there are no regulations accessible for me to consult when I feel
as though my privileges are being infringed upon, how can I, as a
student who pays into the very student fees which support such clubs,
ensure that justice will accordingly be done? The club's faculty
sponsor, Or. Kilpatrick, needs to investigate the misappropriate actions
of those members allegedly in charge of the group, and see to it that a
charter and budget request are filed, in order to ensure that federal
mandates are being met and that students such as myself are not prey
to the tyrannical whims of transient cliques or megalomaniacal
individuals.
C.C.
Dear Editor:
Why is it that I have to call for public outcry to get anything done at
this place? My complaint is this: why does the third- floor main
door get locked at five o' clock? I thought that Governors State
University was a "nontraditional school" that served "non traditional
students.· How am I supposed to take something to "the next level"
(example: my professor is never in his office during his offica hours,
and neither is the dean-anytime) if no one is on the third floor after
I get out of work?
Signed,
Non-traditionally Miffed
Dear Editor,
I just learned of the life-threatening tragedy faced by my friend and
colleague at GSU, Steve Crawford. Steve was hired four years ago
in the College of Arts and Sciences with the title of research
assistant, and promised teaching experience as well as a genuine
role in furthering the educational purposes of our programs. During
that time, he survived a painful kidney tmnsplant, financially
supported his aging mother and sole family member, and recently
oompleted his doctoral dissertation under the auspicas of another
university. The full-time work assigned to him, however, was that of a

mere "paper-pusher," an unacknowledged administrative
helper with a gmduate degree who was never granted a
single opportunity to teach, despite his longstanding hope
that this simple promise would be fulfilled.
Over the past two years, his friendship and moral support
have been invaluable to me, his humanism and intelligence
a welcome antidote to the frustration I encountered in
striving for professionalism and improvement as a studentoriented instructor, in this professed teaching-centered,
community service-oriented university.
Steve was instrumental in helping me organize a
successful and stimulating panel at the last Third World
Conference. Despite being scheduled at the very end of the
conference, when many in attendance had left, our panel
was a resounding success. Steve's paper was applauded by
the fifty-odd people who witnessed the event, even though
he was forced to depart early to perform maintenance duties
required by the dean. Since then, Steve has helped me with
international networking efforts to develop a publishing
project. I have received several requests for a copy of his
paper and for his personal contact information.
Shortly thereafter, the dean fired the man to whom he had
made disparaging remarks about his intellectual ability to
meet the challenge of participating in our paneL Steve was
given until October 15"' to pack his bags. I visited him in
September. He had been dispossessed of his office and
ordered to sort a large pile of boxed documents as his last
task at GSU. Then, several weeks before the expiration of
his contract, my friend and colleague, his Ph.D.
requirements freshly completed - who could have been
asked to teach at least one of my courses, caribbean
history, after I myself was booted from the CAS - was
ordered to leave prior to his planned termination. The dean
took the time out of his many responsibilities to write a
devastating letter to Human Resources, alleging poor job
performance to justify Steve's premature release.
As I write, Steve has been informed by his doctors that his
new kidney is failing him and that he is likely to have to
endure a second transplant operation. Unsure of his
insurance status, he may not be able to afford this last
chance at survival, pay his and his mothers bills, let alone
travel home to the caribbean to begin anew.
Steve desperately needs at least a part-time job and has
asked if I would write him a letter of recommendation. He is
refusing to give up. If anyone reading this can help him find
even temporary reemployment, please contact me urgently
through the Innovator.
I acknowledge that the information contained in the
present letter is based on Steve's own account, and on my
appreciation of him as a human being. Whatever the roots
of Mr. Oden's dislike for my friend, he deserves our
solidarity. He may not be perfect, but no one deserves such
contemptuous treatment, particularly while battling a serious
illness.
While my expertise in the legal provisions available in this
country to a man like Steve is wanting, perhaps someone
can tell me whether he qualifies for protection under the
Americans With Disabilities Act.
Sincerely,
Geoffroy de L.aforcade
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The following Information Is available at the
home page of the Illinois Board of Higher Education
(IBHE), www.lbhe.statelll,us, and represents Items
being discussed regarding educational matters In
the state of Illinois.
The Illinois Commbment Report
The Illinois Commitment requires higher education
institutions ~ agencies to report annually on their
contributions to achieving the six statewide goals. Copies
of the executive summary from each institution and
agency's submission are appended to the report, as well
as examples of their "best practice" initiatives and
accomplishments.
lncrtlllng Educational Attainment (Action)
This report updates a 1998 IBHE report on educational
attainment. The report addresses strategies for increasing
educational attainment, noting new initiatives in the past
two years. The report calls for continued pursuit of the
goal to increase the number and diversity of citizens
completing degree programs and other educational
activities. The report recommends that incentive funding
be provided for public universities to offer baccalaureate
completion programs in high de~ areas through
distance education and in cooperation with community
colleges.
Investing In the Future: College Readiness In

l.ll.ln2ll
This report presents information on activities concerning
college readiness ~ remediation. It explores the nature
of the problem in Illinois and the nation, reviews recent
research ~ activities undertaken by other states, and
presents five recommendations concerning what Illinois
needs to do to improve student persistence and educational attainment and workplace success. The recommendations address preparation for college level work,
curriculum rigor, the provision of remediation programs to
post-secondary students, establishing statewide
standards in remediation assessment and placement, and
the collection of data to guide policy making and develop
incentives for increasing college readiness.

UJH111

2DJ!-1~.P.Irtnershlp tAction)
This item provides a status report on various initiatives
undertaken as part of Illinois' P-16 Partnership. Fonnalized
by the IBHE, the Illinois Community College Board, and the
Board of Higher Education in March of 1999, this partnership focuses the efforts of the three education boards on
smoothing the transition from high school to college
(College-Ready Kids), improving the recruitment, preparation and development of classroom teachers (ClassroomReady Teachers), and increasing learning opportunities
through technology (Log-On Learning).

Status Report on Information Technology Workers:
2000 (Action)
This report provides a summary of actions taken by the
higher- education community to increase the number of
persons trained in Information Technology (IT) fields.
During the past five years, Illinois institutions have
established a substantial number of new IT programs, and
are graduating increasing numbers of individuals trained in
IT fields. The Arthur F. Quem Information Technology
Grant will offer financial assistance to those who seek IT
education and training. Governor Ryan and the Illinois
General Assembly, to further higher education's WOf1( in
this area, have provided financial support for expanding
and creating new programs.
If you have any questions about the infonnation
provided here, please contact GSU IBHE Rep.
Claooe R. Hill, IV at (708) 534-7054. If you would like
to schedule an appointment with him, please check his office
door to view his fall 2000 office schedule.
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challenged to communicate with diverse groups.
Faculty members from
the GSU Communications
~ English programs, as
well as the university's
library and writing center,
contributed as presenters.
The GSU Gay/Straight
Alliance dazzled their
breakout session
aooience with a
Powerpoint presentation
entitled: "Breaking the
Code: Gay/Straight
Communication.• Special
events director and

Instructor
Named
Baysore
Award
Recipient

PageS
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committee member Don
Bell said, "My stooents put together a
wonderful program. Working
together, stooents and faculty can
get really creative. This conference
has been an opportunity for stooents
to assume professional roles and to
find their strengths as leaders.•
"Volunteers played an integral role
in the success of the conference,"
remarked grad stooent and conference co-coordinator -5heree
Sanderson. • The volunteers served
as ushers and have been most
helpful and gracious all day."
Certificates of participation and
thanks were awarded In a closing
ceremony at 2:15p.m. Volunteers,
conference presenters, participants,
~ members of the conference
committee received frameable
certificates.
GSU faculty members and stooents
were contacted by mail about the
event by ear1y September, and over
one hundred reservations were
taken. Though some GSU clubs and
organizations claim that no Invitation
to participate was extended to them,
coordinators have responded that

Over the past, 12 years, Nick
Battaglia has built a professional
career at Governors State
University (GSU) that has been
distinguished by superior
perfonnance and service beyond
the call of duty. For his efforts,
Battaglia was awarded the
Gerald C. Baysore Endowed
Distinguished SeiVice Award
during the university's convocation, which was held on September 27,2000 in the Center for
Perfonning Arts. "I am very
honored. It's very rewarding to be
able to work with the faculty and
administration to help meet
program objectives, "said
Battaglia, who is a resident of
Park Forest, IL.
Dr. Baysore, one of GSU's
original staff members, died in
October 1988 following a battle
with cancer. His work and
dedication in organizing the
university began in 1970 when he
was named assistant to the
president. In 1975, he was named
assistant vice president for
research and innovation, and
coordinator of regional accreditation activities. Baysore was
responsible for curriculum realignment, and worked with the
North Central Association on
GSU's first accreditation. Battaglia
was selected as the person who
best represented Dr. Baysore's
integrity, dedication, competence,
and civility in his work and
relationships with his fellow
employees.

any exclusion of stOOent leaders was a
regrettable error.
The conference was funded in part by
the CAS, Division of S~t Ufe,
Students In Communication, and Lambda
Pi Eta. Coordinators appeared pleased
with the overall response to their
production. "At lunch, I overheard
stOOents making remarks about which
presentations were the best and how
much good material they were able to take
away from the experience," said public
relations representative Amy Chmuras.
Joint publication of the papers and other
scholar1y material offered through the
keynote ~ breakout sessions is being
considered by the Students in Communication organization.

ST!A..DSNTS!
The class YQY need might
be offered this Winter.
Call your program's office
to learn about additions to
the Winter 2001 schedule
of courses.

PSC Presents Annual Halloween
Fest
Prairie State College (PSC) will be the site of a frighteningly good time for the
whole family when it presents its 4th annual Halloween Family Fun Fest on
Tuesday, October 31, 2000. This event lets area kids enjoy the day without
giving parents the Halloween heebie-jeebies by providing a safe and fun
alternative to door-to-door trick-or-treating.
The PSC Campus and Public Safety Department, along with PSC stooents,
faculty, and staff volunteers, will host this ghastly gathering in the Prairie
Center on the college's main campus, from 4 to 6 p.m. The free event is
presented with additional help from Chicago Heights Police Department's
D.A.R.E. officers and donations from local businesses.
Children are invited to don their favorite costumes and take part in carnival
games, hayrides, and contests. This year will feature a coloring contest, with
winners picked at random from different age categories. "This event has
grown progressively larger each year we've had it," said Strafford Westgate,
lead safety officer at PSC and festival organizer, "We had 500 to 600 children
with their parents last year, so we expect a good turnout again this year."
The Halloween Family Fun Fest is for children up to age 12, and kids must be
accompanied by an adult. Admission is free. For more infonnation on this
event, call PSC at (708)709-3756.

Illinois State Representative George F. Scully, Jr. (D)
makes time to meet with stooent reporter Unda McCann in the GSU
StOOent S~te office for an interview. Mr. Scully continues to campaign
for re-election to the 80"' Representative District seat against Republican
opponent Susan Gowen.

I

Saturd~y, -Novemb~r 4~l
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ENGLISH STUDENTS
You are invited to attend the English Program Open House/
Orientation on November 4, 2000, at 10:00 a.m. in the E-Lounge.
Students will have this opportunity to review program degree
requirements, review student study plans, and ask any
questions concerning secondary teacher's certification,
bachelor's, or master's degrees In English.

AND SAVE:
ThatW .., )'011. all .. f"Wrl'day pJ"DCllac:U bclnv made
from 1"«)'1011<1 lll&taiala. But 10 Ucp Nqdlnq --Jd:nt. )'GU Mlll10
'bvy thole pro4Dctt For a Ira brochw.r. call 1-eoo-<:AU.-EDF.

This open house coincides with the University Discovery Day that begins at
8:30 a.m., with registration and refreshments, followed by Opening Remarks, and then
dismissal to individual students' program areas of study.

Please direct your questions to:
Dr. Rashidah Jaami Muhammad, English Program Coordinator, at (708)
534-6974, E-mail: r-muhamm@govst.edu.
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("New Members" cont. from cover)
Chamber of Commerce, also located in
Chicago. Samuels is extensively involved
in community service, including Rising Star;
Inc., an agency that provides services to
pregnant and parenting teens. Additionally,
she has served as the secretary of the
Board of Directors of Central Baptist
Children's Home and Family Services In
Lake Villa, IL.
Samuels is the recipient of many
awards, and Is a recognized leader in the
financial field. She is the co-author of "The
Money Wor1dl00k ,"and has published
articles in the Delta Joumal and Chicago's
Minority Business Newspaper. She is a
member of the Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
and resides in New Lenox.
"I want to thank the Governor for this
honor and the opportunity. Governors
State University has long been in the
forefront of public universities. It has
earned a reputation for academic excellence and for charting new directions in the
areas of distance education and technology. Because of the university's emphasis
on accessibility, thousands of individuals
have been able to realize their higher
education dreams. I am proud to be able to
contribute to GSU's continued growth and
success," said Samuels. Members of
GSU's Board of Trustees are paid expenses only, and appointments are subject
to Senate confirmation.
Commenting on the new appointments,
President Fagan said: "I welcome Kathy Orr
and Lorine Samuels to GSU's Board of
Trustees. GSU has grown and prospered
over the years because of the insightful
leadership and strategic direction provided
by the Board of Trustees. Throughout the
south suburbs, Orr and Samuels are
respected for their skill, integrity, resourcefulness, and loyalty. I look forward to
working with them on behalf of the
university community."
Additional comments were made by
William D. McGee, acting chair, GSU Board
of Trustees: -we applaud Governor Ryan
for appointing Kathy Orr and Lorine
Samuels to the GSU Board of Trustees.
They are extremely talented individuals
who have acquired extensive experience
in the public and community service arenas.
They have vision, talent, and the wiltingness to put forth the energy that is required
to ensure that GSU continues to fulf~l Its
mission."

enrollment and program need.
The date of the evaluation document has assumed a degree of relevance to de Laforcade's case, as there is some
dispute as to the actual date of origin of the missive, which de
Laforcade insists was backdated in an attempt to conceal the
fact that his requisite performance review and notification for
release was not done in accordance with mandated timelines.
The letter in question is dated February 22, 2000, although letters of support written by faculty co-workers and students on
de Laforcade's behalf in his review portfolio bear dates of origin
later in that same month, which de Laforcade states corroborates his contentions. Additionally, the letters of commendation
are, for the most part, addressed directly to the attention of
Kennedy, and not intended for general or external review purposes. De Laforcade received favorable assessments by students, and even received a memo of congratulatory commendation from Kennedy for his role in helping organize the annual
Third-World Conference sponsored by GSU, for which he was
instrumental in arranging for former Haitian president JeanBertrand Aristide to be the keynote speaker at the event, held at
this time last year. De Laforcade is of the firm opinion that a
falsification on Kennedy's part was meant to protect Oden's
exercising his privilege of firing the instructor within the established parameters of his contract with the university. De
Laforcade found himself with only marginal opportunities to find
employment elsewhere in keeping with his experience and qualifications, as most academic markets for subsequent terms are
closed by the month of March.
De Laforcade has repeatedly stated that Kennedy did not
assess his performance at any time during the month of February, and delayed his official review until mid-March, which is
when he first received the aforementioned document, and when
he initially filed his grievance against Oden. In addition to the
debate regarding the factual date of Kennedy's letter, de
Laforcade has in his possession a circulated university document dated March 22, 2000 listing five classes which de
Laforcade was slated to teach for the Fall 2000 trimester at
GSU. De Laforcade informs that being listed on the roster at that
late date guaranteed him the right to be retained to teach said
courses, as the cutoff date for removal from the roster had
already passed.
Without notice of any kind, each of de Laforcade's classes
previously posted on the university's web site were removed,
leaving students puzzled and concerned. The abrupt cancellation of the courses without explanation prompted calls by the
university's student senate to its student press, as no answers
were provided as to why the classes disappeared suddenly
from the subsequent trimester's schedule. Calls placed to Oden's
office, the CAS, and the Social Sciences office met universally
with secretarial claims that Dr. Teresa Barrios-Aulet was the
individual to be contacted regarding de Laforcade's classes,
and that the Instructor was not available but voice mails were
encouraged. (Barrios-Aulet did not respond to any of the calls
placed by students, not even the multiple ones placed by members of the student senate and press.)
One student senator, Patti Kreischer, an avid history buff,
was flustered by the secrecy surrounding de Laforcade's
classes. Demonstrating some initiative, Kreischer, in a stroke of
luck, chanced upon meeting Oden in the CAS office. The day
prior to the scheduled start-date of a dass Kresicher had in-
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tended to lake, Kresicher claims that Oden informed her that
the class was cancelled because no students had signed up
for it, at which time Kresicher pulled her month-old registration confirmation, which listed the class. According to
Kresicher, Oden proceeded to a computer, typed some, and
then informed her that only two students were enrolled in the
dass, despite the fact that Kreischer claimed that she knew
of approximately seven students who had enrolled in the
class. The following day, the classroom, albeit small, was
nearly full, and the class was being conducted by Dr. Tom
Kelly, one of only two fellow historians in the CAS, who apparently accepted the assignment at the last moment. It appears, nonetheless, that many, if not most, of de Laforcade's
classes cannot be taught by other full-time faculty, and will
not, therefore, be available to students this year. Despite the
fact that the university has admitted publicly to a reduction in
enrollment numbers, de Laforcade's classes had remained
relatively and consistently filled .
De Laforcade's salary derived exdusively from the Oden's
annual budget, a result of negotiations between the dean,
who earnestly endorsed hiring de Laforcade, and provost at
that time, Tobin Barrozzo. De Laforcade has indicated that
Oden most probably wished to be rid of him in order to prevent taxing his budget for another year, and that despite the
fact that the coordinator of the Social Science program had
strongly recommended to both Oden and Kennedy that de
Laforcade be offered a much needed position in that program, Oden would not consent to retaining de Laforcade, the
reasons of which de Laforcade suspects are personal, stat-

(cont. on p. 8)
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Janice Washington, of the Governors State
University (GSU) Ubrary, was recognized as
the GSU Employee of the Month for the month of
October 2000. Washington was nominated for
recognition by her supervisor, Lydia MorrowRuetten, who commented to the effect that
Washington has demonstrated initiative by
assuming responsibilities that did not lie within
the normal parameters of her daily duties, which
she has done, to date, for more than a year.
Data conversion for the library's new computer
system must be done on a title-by-title basis,
and Washington was noted by her supervisor to
have worked out the idiosyncrasies of the new
system (for some 2,000-plus titles) unceasingly
and uncomplainingly, in an effort to make the
resources available to students and faculty as
expediently as possible. The INNOVATOR
wishes to extend its congratulations to Ms.
Washington, and is hopeful she will continue to
be one of the contributing positive members of
the GSU community.
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GSU Student
Senate
by M.L. Hosty
The Student Senate of Governors
State University (GSU) held a full
session meeting on Wednesday,
October 11 , 2000, at which senators Farrah Baqai and Steven O'Connor
were recognized as being newly appointed to office. Dorothy Ferguson,
senate president, informed senate members about her experiences thus
far as the only student pennitted by GSU President Stuart Fagan to sit on
the strategic planning committee he called for earlier this year. According
to Ferguson, she was the only student present at a recent gathering of
approximately 30-plus faculty and administrators, who, in addition to merely
outnumbering her, apparently attempted to counter, squelch, eclipse, or
belittle her input as a student. At one point, Ferguson related that a faculty
member went off on a tangent diatribe against her, railing that he was "tired
of dealing with these punk kids" (aka GSU students), and instead of
apologizing to the student or reprimanding the individual for conduct
unbecoming of a professional, Fagan laughed at the disparaging remarks in
accompaniment with the other employees present.
Punk kids? Excuse me? Aside from the fact that, per the university's
own demographic reporting to state and federal agencies that the median
age of GSU students is 34 (hardly "kids"), I, personally, take great umbrage
at our student population being referred to as being "punk," which, of
course, implies that we are discourteous, comiving, and slothful. Is this
the prevalent attitude of GSU officials? It would appear as though the third
floor (i.e., administration) condones condescending levity at the expense of
invited participants who happen to be students.
Speaking of participation, student senator Jeni Porche learned the
following day from the new faculty senate president, David Pannenter, that,
supposedly, Dr. Jane Wells had single-handedly detennined that students
would no longer be allowed to serve on the University Curriculum Committee (UCC) at GSU. This would be the equivalent of vice-president AI Gore
single-handedly detennining that either the House of Representatives or the
Senate no longer had the right to participate in governance matters. GSU
was founded on a tri-govemance system (with civil, faculty, and student
senates), and it appears as though Wells' stint as acting provost has gone
to her head, as she has assumed more power than that to which she has
a right in declaring a ban on student involvement. The UCC is one of the
most crucial committees at any given university, as it examines carefully
syllabi content, compliance to mandated government guidelines, catalogue
corroboration, and so forth. Who is most affected by what is taught, when
it is taught, and how it is taught? Students. Whom does Wells decree
should be expunged entirely from the process of detennining such things?
Students.
As Pannenter is relatively new to his elected offiCe, he encouraged
Porche to contact Wells directly, in order to verify the accuracy of the
statement. Porche, respecting this sound advice, promptly phoned Wells.
After multiple unsuccessful attempts to reach Wells in her office Wells
returned Porche's call, assuring our senator that she knew nothing about
the imposed ban on student participation for the UCC. Wells offered to
contact Pannenter and "smooth things out," and then call back. (You'll
notice thafs •smooth things out," not tell the truth.) In the taped message
she left for Senator Porche, she informed that students would be pennitted
to attend meetings, they simply wouldn't be able to participate-meaning
they would be stripped of the right to speak or vote. (Although Wells might
suggest that this is Pannenter's decision, Pannenter has assured our
senator that his position is quite opposite to the one Wells conveyed in her
taped message.) In other words, like children (punk kids?), Wells would
have us be seen and not heard? Thank you for nothing, Jane Wells, and
good riddance as acting provost, emphasis on the acting. Fagan, incidentally, was also called (and per Wells, knew of the students concerns), and
failed to respond. Pannenter, thankfully, seems willing to meet with the
student senate, and hopefullysome kind of happy arrangement may be
reached with his seemingly cooperative efforts.
In other news, senate elections for half the positions will be held during
the month of November, to which the calendar listed in this issue may be
referred in terms of the timeline for candidacy and voting. Students
wishing to assist the election committee should contact the chair of that
body, Senator George Ceska, who may be reached with the information
provided on the calendar at right. Students interested in running for office
should pick up their candidacy packets in the Student Ufe Center, first floor
of A-wing.
Congratulations are in order to both Ramie Rauch and Steve Barba, who
were elected by their fellow senators to represent GSU at a national
leadership conference to be held in Aorida next month. The two senators
will attend training seminars and wor!(shops for four days, and have
promised to share what they glean from the convention with the other
senate members and student organization leaders upon their return. The
senate also recognized the annual re-activation of a number of student
organizations, including the GSU Veterans Club, Early Childhood Association, Psi Chi National Honor Society, lntervarsity Christian Fellowship, and
the Alliance of Latin American Students (ALAS).
Senator Porche circulated paperwor!( requesting volunteers for the local
PADS (Public Action to Deliver Shelter) program discussed in the previous
senate column, and announced the gearing up of an Amnesty lntematlonal chapter at our university, sponsored, in part, by members of GSU's
Model U.N. program, which is spearheaded by Professor Larry Levinson.
Students are encouraged to join and recruit, and any individuals seeking
infonnation or enrollment should contact Senator Porche, who may also be
reached at ssenateOgovst ed!.! . Senator Kenny Soyege brought to the
attention of the senate that the international students would like an official
position to be declared on the senate for them, and after some discussion,
it was detennined by the senate that these students should file a formal
petition to the senate outlining why they would require a position outside of
the standard ones before the senate would consider official recognition in
the bylaws of such. (At present, international students are not prohibited
from running for regular appointments.)
"I never have and never will (I hope) do anything for the sake of popularity;
he that steers by any other compass than his own sense of duty may be a
popular, but cannot be an honest, and I think not a useful public servant. •

-John Wilson Croker, 1816

November 10: Packets due back by candidates;
return to Student Ufe Service Office (A1120) before 8 p.m.
November 27- 28: Elections held in the cafeteria from 1 p.m. to
7:45p.m.
November 28: Ballots are counted at 8:30 p.m. in the Student
Ufe Conference Room (A2110).
November 29: UnoffiCial results posted in Student Ufe Service
Office (A1120) at 12 p.m.
November 30: 4 p.m. deadline for filing written appeals
(submit to Student Ufe Service Office, A1120).
November 30: appeals reviewed, and certifiCBtion of results are
done by 6 p.m.
December 1: official results are posted at 12 p.m.

For

more
information,
(708)534-4550/4551

call

or email us at ssenate@govst.edu.

It's funny how so little
can mean so much.
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To volunteer to
work at one of

21 PADS homeless
shelters in the
South Suburbs,

call 708-799-1295·
Training will be
provided.

Public Service Adver11sement.
CINIBd by Scott Communiuhons . Inc: . Olympia Fields, ll

PADS logo design by Rent IOyczek Nordstrom

Join the GSU Student Senate PADS Team!
Call the student senate office and leave a message if you are
interested in volunteering time to feed and shelter the
homeless of the south suburbs. 708/ 534-
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rng that ther would be no way for him to know for certain, as Oden has refused to speak
with or see him since February of this year.
De L.aforcade claims that Oden lured him to GSU with promises of renewing his Unit-B
contract Indefinitely until a tenure-track position could be made available, and by insisting
that de L.aforcade would be instrumental in the development of the fairly new Integrative
Studies program at the university. De L.aforcade states he was convinced to sign on with
the university following assurances by Oden that the two-year commitment was merely
"pro forma,• and that he would not be dismissed after two years time. De Laforcade
contends that a promise was also made to him by Oden guaranteeing that de Laforcade's
wife, a native of France, would be awarded free tuition and a regular monthly stipend while
earning her master's degree at GSU, a necessary arrangement for the instructor to bring
and keep his new wife and newborn child into this country.
In a letter dated July 20, 1999, on GSU stationery and signed by Oden, the compensation
extended to de L.aforcade's wife reads as follows: "The College of Arts and Sciences will
offer Mrs. De Laforcade a research assistantship. She will receive a stipend of $600 per
month and a tuition waiver of $10,328." Yet de Laforcade has informed that: Oden has yet
to honor the contents of this letter; that the couple is still being billed for his wife's tuition; and
that the couple had to pay the outstanding tuition balance for classes taken already, in order
for his wife to continue her education, which is a condition of her being allowed to remain in
the country.
De L.aforcade was chiefly responsible for the relatively recent creation and addition of
two new classes for the Social Sciences program at GSU and one in Integrative Studies,
1-------------------••-.------~~~ which is indicative of his contributory efforts towards curriculum development, normally not
a requisite responsibility of instructors merely hired as adjuncts and university lecturers. De
L.aforcade states that he had been operating under the assumption that his mandated
involvement in the development of the courses (as he contends that Oden was emphatiC
(from L to R) Dr. Ana Kong, Dr. Michael Purdy, Sheree Y. Sanderson, and and nearly dictatorial about de Laforcade's assistance being lent to the curricular task) was
indicative of moving towards the more permanent status he claims Oden had guaranteed
Y. Harris pause to record the moment before jumping up

Leading the Leaders

more to keep the Leadership on the Verge conference on schedule.

him.

In addition to assuming teaching respQ!lsibilities at the GSU campus 1 de Laforcade taught
at the Erie House, a community leamrng-center in Chicago
wherein a significant number of the students are Hispanic.------~~~ l!!l!"'--~~111111!-----------------------. a seemingly complimentary fit for an Instructor fluent in
Spanish and one who contends that he was (and would
be still) committed to community-based, off-campus development of the GSU curriculum for Integrative Studies. De
L.aforcade claims that Oden initially refused to permit him to
participate at that location because the site was just a lot
of "Hispanic housewives, • inferring that the students
weren't good enough for him. De L.aforcade was finally
permitted to teach one course at Erie House, but that concession was the result of students being required to take
a core class towards graduation-although de L.aforcade
claims that the students were allowed to graduate at the
close of the Winter 2000 trimester without having taken the
course until the following trimester, which ended in August
of this year. In addition to the derogatory inference made
about the Erie House participants, De L.aforcade claims
that Oden has made racial and ethnic slurs on numerous
occasions, even accusing him of being "slippery. • De
Laforcade contends, in addition to attempting to coerce
him into focusing exclusively on European studies (at the
expense of his other fields of expertise) on the basis of his
European ethnlcity, Oden demonstrates biases in favor of
select members of the faculty, and that grudges against
others were often couched in a language of bigotry that
defied common sense and which inhibited creative discussions and initiatives regarding curriculum development.
Despite the fact that the Erie House Involvement might
have developed into a promising and fruitful enterprise,
Oden refused to permit de Laforcade to contribute to the
program, as he would not consent to de Laforcade's
mentoring, recruiting, or teaching students at that facility,
and cancelled offerings for subsequent trimesters, even
though de l.aforcade published an interview in the INNOVATOR done with Erie House coordinator Phaedra Leslie
detailing anticipated cooperative Involvement between the
CAS and that facility.
According to the university's primary ruling on de
+ At
L.aforcade's grievance, in a document dated June 6, 2000
from the desk of Dr. Peggy Woodard, the administration's
as copy editors at
papers
initial grievance officer, "Since Dean Oden has indicated
the courses previously taught by Dr. de l.aforcade will
Newswires
have fewer sections which can be taught by tenure-track
faculty, this grievance Is denied on all points." It remains
+ 12 paid summer jobs as editors
unclear, however, why the grievance ruling does not adand reporters for financial news
dress or recognize that fewer sections were offered as a
services read industry leaders
result of Oden's decision to pull them, which de L.aforcade
speculates Oden did intentionally in an effort to rid himself
and professional investors
of the professor, whose salary, if retained, would affect
the dean's annual budget. De Laforcade believes, based
on discussions with well-informed colleagues, that the
money originally earmarked for his salary was then arbi+ paid summer jobs as editors and reporters for online papers on the
trarily redirected to cover expenses incurred by the signWeb
ing of a contract between the Integrative Studies program
and the College of DuPage.
B i
gProgra
De L.aforcade states that he teamed of his initial grievance
ruling from his union representative at the time, Lydia
(M'nority sophomores and juniors are eligible)
Morrow-Reutten, via a telephone conversation wherein
+12 paid summer jobs as business reporters at daily papers
Morrow-Reutten read him the concluding statement. De
Laforcade made arrangements with Morrow-Reutten to
have a copy of the ruling released to the student press,
with whom he wished to share his concerns and the ongoing proceedings of his grievance. (De Laforcade was,
and is, the journalism advisor to the student newspaper.)
More than the alleged violation of de Laforcade's con+ Free pre-internship seminars
tract and roster timelines appears to be at issue, as he
believes his grievance has not been afforded due pro+Scholarships to interns who return to school
cess, as he contends that certain requisite actions and
+ Travel allowance
timelines stipulated in the contract have been clearly violated as well. De Laforcade's grievance statement is dated
March 17, 2000, and according to the contractual outlines
for a step-one hearing "The university president's desig+Your college journalism department and/or placement office; writing,
nee shall conduct a meeting with the grievant and the Union
The Dow Jones ewspaper Fund makes a editing and reporting professors; college newspaper adviser; campus
representative no later than 30 days following receipt of
special effort to identify minority stud en
the grievance." Woodard's memo, however, opens with
minority organizations; and the Fund's web site
commentary indicating that a "steJH)Oe heanng ... was held
for its imem programs.We defllle
hd{J//VA"'W.do ·anes.corn/nev; fund, ..
on May 17, 2000," a span of 61 days, and 31 days past the
minorities as American Citizens who are
date permitted to the administration before moving to the
Black. Hispanic, Asianor Pacific lsla'lder,
Dow Jones Newspaper Fund
next level of the grievance's resolution.
and American tnd" nor Alaskan 1a:ive.
Furthermore , according to the university-faculty contract,
P.O. Box DJ, Princeton, N.J.08543-0300
"All grievances, requests for review, notices, and deci609-452-2820 t newsfund@wsj.dowjones.com
sions shall be transmitted In person or by certified or
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Brookfield Zoo Needs
Volunteers
Whatever your background, if you enjoy talking with people
about animals, nature, and conservation, we have a volunteer
program just for you!
Children's Zoo volunteers handle small domestic animals
for guest contact, assist zookeepers during some presentations and narrate others, and staff the Walk-In Farmyard.

Docents are trained volunteer educators. They interpret
exhibits, offer fun activities during special events, and
conduct tours for school groups. All docents complete an
extensive training program. Interviews for the Docent Program
take place each summer; the 12-week Docent Training
Program takes place each fall.
Explore! A Child's Nature volunteers will play an integral
role in staffing Explore! A Child's Nature, a new exhibit
opening in Summer 2001. All Explore! volunteers will need to
complete the Explore! Training Program in winter 2001.
Explore! volunteers will assist staff in engaging play experiences for infants to children aged 10 and their families that
will provide them with fun, meaningful ways of connecting
with animals and nature, and will provide caregivers with the
approaches and encouragement to help children develop
caring attitudes, Explore! volunteers must have a genuine
interest in young children, animals, and nature. Check this
page in the fall for updated information.

formal and fee-based classroom programs. They
set up classrooms, check in participants, assist
children with crafts and activities, and accompany children on zoo tours.
ZOOper volunteers assist with general office
and clerical tasks. During special events, they
greet guests, assist with games and crafts,
prepare party favors and decorations, serve
refreshments, and assemble goodie bags.
What are the qualifications?
Brookfield Zoo relies on volunteers who are
committed to conservation; friendly, outgoing, and
dependable; and at least 18 years old.
Volunteers must commit to at least one year of
continuous service and a minimum calendar-year
contribution of 48 hours of service. The zoo
prefers that docents, guest guides, and
Children's Zoo volunteers contribute 100 hours
of service annually. Volunteers are required to
purchase a zoo membership plan, if they are not
already a member.
What benefits will you receive by becomIng a zoo volunteer?
As a Brookfield Zoo Volunteer, you will receive
the following benefits:

Guest guides welcome guests to the zoo, assist them with
way-finding and orientation, make recommendations for a
more satisfying visit, and address questions and concerns.

•

the satisfaction of a meaningful
contribution of services to one of the
world's leading conservation centers;

•

discounts on food and beverages at all
zoo restaurants;

Teacher assistant volunteers serve as teachers' aides for

•

discounts on purchases at all zoo shops and at
the zoo's bookstore;

•

free or discounted admission to zoo lectures,
classes, and other events;

•

continuing education programs designed to
enhance your skills and knowledge;

•

the zoo's quarterly member's newsletter, the
zoo staff weekly newsletter, and the special
volunteer newsletter;

•

exclusive invitations to preview new zoo
exhibits;

•

an annual recognition party and service awards
presentation;

•

tax deductions as allowed by law (for current
information, contact the IRS for publication "526Charitable Contributions);and

•

the opportunity to make new friends and have a
wonderful time.

Volunteers who contribute 100 or more hours during
any calendar year receive a Family Plus membership for
the following year. Volunteers who contribute 48 to 99
hours during any calendar year receive a Family
membership for the following year. For more information
on volunteer programs,call (708) 485-Q263, ext. 363, email the zoo's volunteer department, or visit Volunteer
Match at www.voluoteermatch,org. You can also print out
and mail in the application form.
If you are interested in volunteer opportunities with other
conservation organizations in the Chicagoland area,
please contact the Chicagoland Environmental Network.

Thorn Creek
Nature Center
247 Monee Road, Park
Forest, IL 60466
(708) 747-6320

Events
for
Fall
2000
Taking

Education

to

the

Wednesday
Morning
Walkers

Community

Former GSU Masters of Social Work Program Director Or. Joan Porche (second from the left), newly hired MSW
Director Or. Wanda Bracy (across from Porche), and CELCS Special Project Manager Luke Helm (back center)
meet with El Valor Executive Director Vince AJtaco, Guaudilupe Duran, Director of the Family Ufe Program,
Bernadette McCarthy and Elise Roitman of OCFS at the Guaudilupe Reyes Community Center (in Chicago's Pilsen
neighborhood) to discuss mutual goals to attract Latino students, giving special consideration to the possibility of
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11. Were you denied financial aid this trimester?
: Yes No
i2· Was your financial aid cancelled this
1 trimester?
I Yes No
~-Did you submit an appeal?
1 Yes No
14. Was your appeal denied?
I Yes No
~- Did you recieve your cancellation letter
1 prior to the 100°/o deadline?
I Yes No
~.What were the circumstances?

tudent Financi

Junior

SALUTING OUR BEST
AND BRIGHTEST!

Please Nominate.
A Special
Pull-Out
Section
Coming
Soon to
the

Please cut out this poll, attach your brief narrative,
and send to: Ivy White, Student Trustee

INNOVATOR

Governors State University
Leadership Suite, Room A21 00.

t •••••••••••••••••••••••

Ecologists

Club
Young nature explorers will form the
nucleus of this new group, whose
focus will be an outdoors, "hands-on•
discovery of Thorn Creek Nature
Preserve's ecological systems. Under
the guidance of naturalists, they will
engender monthly projects, activities,

Aid Poll

1
1
1
1

Join this energetic group hiking Thorn
Creek trails, and combine exercise
with enjoyment of awesome fall
scenery and wildlife. Refreshments
served as well. Wednesdays,
October 26 -Nov. 29, 2000, 7-8:00
a.m., ages 12 through adult, free of
charge.

d

USA TOOAY • ~ )'QUt 1Upp011 on seleCbng lhe nalrOn'a best
and brigtesl college IIUCIIIrU. Socly Will be named to lhe Forst,
Second. andThrd Ta.naolhl2001 AI-USAAcadamoc T_,.
They'l be '-ured in a two-page color epead on lhe naiJon"a
newspaper on ThJrD!y. February 15. 2001 . The 20 membersollhe
Fnt T_, will.-.e a $2.500caah award and Will be cur~ at
a 8p11C181awards lln:hlon on Fnday, Februaoy 16.

The c:ntena ate c:lel9led 10 lind ....,.. who excel nol ott'( In
8Cholarshlp but IIIIo in ~-*sAp rolee on and off awnpus. For
lnlormallon and a c:cpy of lhe officiaj I10ilWl8llon loon. please alii lhe
INNOVATOR 0 7081534-<4517andlea.,..ameuage. Hurry.
nornr1IIIICIIW mu8l be poetm8l1<ad by Nolllmle< :11. 2000
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registered mail, return receipt requested"yet de Laforcade was out of state at the time
initial judgment was rendered, and never received a copy of the grievance ruling per
union mandates, as no copy was mailed to
him while in Boston. De Laforcade's campus
mailbox had been moved without his consent or knowledge, and upon his return, he
found some of his mail---including payroll
documents-opened, a fact corroborated by
a student witness who helped him locate his
correspondence. De Laforcade claims that
his campus voicemail was cancelled prematurely, and that, in his absence, his office
was emptied and the space awarded to other
faculty members-despite the fact that his
contract had not yet expired and he still had
students under his auspices who might have
need to contact him. (The student press likewise attempted to access the professor via
his voicemail, though unsuccessfully, as the
service was, indeed, discontinued.)
When the student press learned of de
Laforcade's grievance, it attempted to verify
some of the details listed in the offiCial statement filed against Oden, and in a taped interview during the summer trimester, Dr. Jane
Wells, acting provost at the time, stated (in
the presence of two members of the student
press) that she was "unaware of the details" of de Laforcade's grievance, despite
the fact that de Laforcade claims that he met
with Wells and Katz in Well's office shortly
after filing against Oden, and that he shared
his concerns and complaints in great detail
and a highly charged emotional state at that
time. During the same taped interview, Wells
commented that "Unit Bs and adjuncts are
really second-class citizens; a statement
which both shocked and infuriated de
Laforcade when revealed to him, and one he
claims helped to cement his growing suspicion that he would not be treated justly by
the GSU administration, despite a phone conversation during the first week of August
with the university's president, Dr. Stuart
Fagan, wherein Fagan, de Laforcade claims,
assured him that the matter would be re·
solved expediently and equitably.
The second hearing for de Laforcade's
case was held under the auspices of the
administration's advocate, Rebecca Bostion,
and in the presence of: the union regional
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representative, Marsha Katz; and a member of the student press, permitted to attend by the gracious consent of the individuals in attendance. De Laforcade's status as a Unit-8 lecturer granted him seniority for course assignation, yet at the second hearing for his grievance, Katz read
off a list of courses being taught by adjuncts, each of which de Laforcade should
have been assigned to teach, according to
contractual mandates cited by Katz during
the session. The second hearing was held
on August 31, 2000, despite the fact that
the faculty-administration contract stipulates that only a 30-day period is to transpire between an appeal of a ruling and the
next hearing (article 17.9.b), and de
Laforcade contested Woodard's June rulIng, Indicating that the timeline for this step
of the grievance procedure was clearly
violated as well.
In an email addressed to Fagan on Friday, September 8, 2000, de Laforcade
wrote "You may be aware that my step II
grievance hearing was denied ... The administration is backing a personal vendetta,
and I deeply regret having to come to this
conclusion. I have authorized the union to
file for an arbitration hearing ... ! hold no personal grudge against anyone at GSU, just a
serious feeling of embarrassment for the
university, the students, and the Illinois taxpayers. I believed, and still believe, that
GSU is an institution of higher learning that
deserves to exist. Dean Oden continues to
shame it."
Furthermore, de Laforcade confesses
that he has yet to receive a copy of the
second grievance ruling, although he has
requested one on more than one occasion.
De Laforcade says he leamed of Bostian's
decision to not overturn Woodard's ruling
from his union representative, Katz, and
signed the necessary official paperwork
to move to the next (and final) level of the
grievance procedure on September 21,
2000, when on campus for a meeting concerning the student press.
According to the union contract, the following level-arbitration-is mandated to
proceed within a month's time, stating that •
No later than 30 days after filing a written
notice of Intent to arbitrate, the Union and
the university shall select an arbitrator and

which the deadline should have rightly
been no later than October 21, 2000.
De Laforcade's grievance has not only
not progressed to the arbitration level
to date, neither has it even been
scheduled to begin, which de
Laforcade claims is a violation of the
tlmeline again on the administration's
part. Despite repeated attempts on
the part of the student press to obtain
information about the grievance from
Katz regarding the alleged violations,
Katz has never responded to student
emails and voice mail requests forwarded to her attention, and could not
be found in her office for direct commentary on numerous occasions
wherein she was slated to have office hours.
At this time, it remains uncertain as
to when de Laforcade's grievance will
be resolved, or whether his services
will again be available to students,
despite the fact that university's contract indicates that the timelines have
been consistently ignored by the administration. The union contract states
that in instances wherein •notice of
further employment shall not be offered (was) not given on time, the arbitrator may direct the university to
renew the appointment upon the finding that no other remedy is adequate
and that the notice was given so late
that the employee was deprived of
reasonable opportunity to seek other
employment or the employee rejected
an offer of comparable employment.•
De Laforcade has yet to receive noti·
ficatlon per contractual mandates for
either of his hearings' rulings. The
contract states, however, "In the
event of a question as to the timeliness of any grievance, request for
review, notice or decision, the date of
receipt shall be determinative." With
no indication of when his grievance
will next be addressed, de Laforcade
has commented that he has been left
with little choice but to seek legal resolution beyond the university, and that
what he wrote in his official grievance statement in March of this year
remains true:

"Dean Oden has never acknowledged my many
requests for a meeting, and his secretary, Belinda
(Hudson), reneged on her promise to schedule such
a meeting. I have never before witnessed such a
blatant violation of administrative equity and procedure. To this day, Dean Oden has not.. .explained to
me, in person, the motives for his decision to sever
my employment and neutralize my plans for the students. I might add that I have yet to receive a formal
letter from the dean notifying me that my contract
[was] not being renewed."
While Oden was unavailable for direct comment
(not responding to calls placed over the summer), he
did, however, agree very recently to receive questions forwarded to his attention via Hudson regarding de Laforcade's contentions. Oden's succinct
response was that the matter was one of personnel, and he declined to comment any further on the
issue.

The Student Life Division will host the

Tuskegee Airmen of
World War II Fame
In • specl•l Veterans Day observance on
Wednesday, November 8, 2000, 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. In the Center for Performing Arts.

The Tuskegee Ainnen were African American
flyers who had to fight the racial barriers of the
American military forces in order to fight on the
behalf of the United States in the war. Their military
feats are legendary. The Tuskegee Airmen were
invaluable to the Allied victory in the European air
war. Since over three quarters of the service corps
that survived the war have passed away, this will truly
be an evening of IMng history that we would like to
share with as many people as possible.
Members of the GSU community would like to invite
and host groups from off campus (schools, veterans
groups, etc.) to attend, please call Don Bell at ext.
4554 to make arrangements. GSU faculty members
who might want students from their classes to attend
should contact Mr. Bell as soon as possible. This will
be a memorable event.
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HaH()wee"'
Samhain
and

A crisp October night echoes the shouts and calls of children as they
run from door-to-door, begging for treats from neighbors and promising
tricks to those who do not comply. It is Halloween, as it is called in America,
and in nearly every community there are children dressed as skeletons,
vampires, ghosts, and every type of creature one might imagine, as they
celebrate what has come to be known as a "candy holiday.• There are
those, however, who take this night as a way to remember what it was like
in days past. These individuals are looking back to the days long before
the Roman Empire, to an ancient Europe populated by tribes of pastoral
Cehs. These individuals have chosen to look back to "the ancient ones•
for guidance and religion, and they are called Neo-Pagans, and for them
the night of October 31• is sacred; it is the Celtic "Feast of the Dead,"
as Samhain.
also known
To the
ancient Celtic peoples of Europe, all life
moved in a cyclical pattern, for
everything
from the crops in the field to
the life of a
man followed the predictable
cyclic
of
conception, birth, maturation,
abundance,
repose, and finally, death. Uke
life cycles, the Cehs adapted
the natural
this to time
itself, and thus demarcated the
ticeable seasons of change
year into noand influence. The Celtic year, like the
cycle of life,
began at conception and
ended at
death. This time of death, October 31"',
would be Samhain, which is
"SOW-in" in Ireland, "SOWpronounced
een• in Wales, "SAV-en• in Scotland, and even "SAM-haine" in countries
where Gaelic (the ancient and native language of the Cehs) is not spoken.
It was during this time that the last crops would be brought in and the
animals which were undesirable for breeding would be culled from the
herd. All around, the death of both flora and fauna could be observed, for

•
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also put to good use. Single females would place hazelnuts close to their family fire, each symbolic of a suitor.
They would then attempt to divine their future husbands by watching the lovers "pop and fly, • and the haters "bum
and die." Apples, which were known for being symbolic of the chief deity, the Goddess (slice one across the core
and behold the natural pentagram formed by the seeds), were used in another form of divination. By using a knife,
the skin was peeled in one long strip, and its length before breaking was said to determine the length of one's
life-or, the peel would fall in the shape of the initial of one's prospective lover, depending on the ritual enacted.
The modem-day tradition of trick-or-treating can also be traced back to this belief of balance between the
alleged twin worlds. Just as the ancestor spirits could supposedly cross the cosmic threshold into our world, so
habitants of the Land of Faerie.
too could the native inA few of the more common names for these inhabitwere Wee Folk, Faeries,
ants of the Other World
Pooka, and Sldhe
("shee'), and like the teenage
pranksters of today,
these creatures would roam the
countryside, causing
various mishaps, humorous or
not. The custom of trickor-treating started out as the
human act of mimicking
these ghostly jokers, with aduh
performers dressing as
these spirits and visiting each
house, in order to entertain or spook the inhabitants in
a proper treat was not provided,
exchange for a treat. If
pull some son of harmless
the performers would
prank on the residents
and blame it on the Pooka. All
this was done in goodnatured fun, and the "trear was
most often was alcoholic
in nature.
With the coming of
Christianity, this celebration
was stifled and twisted
to that of a new meaning. The
medieval
(Roman
caholic) church, upon its arrival
in Britain, saw that in order to keep the people under
its ,control it would need
to obliterate all remnants of any
past religions. Even atter the Druids were killed and
the sacred shrines destroyed, the people were still
celebrated the Sabbats.
The church, even after it failed
to outlaw the celebration
of Samhain, appointed the day,
November 1st, as "All Saint's Day." All Saint's Day was intended to recognize and remember the saints of the
catholic Church, and the evening prior to it was named "All Hallow's Eve," a vigil for Christian martyrs. Throughout the centuries, the name All Hallow's Eve was shorted to Hallow-e-en, and finally , to Halloween, which is how
it is referred to today.
Samhain, the Celtic god of the dead, is said to preside over Halloween night and demand human sacrifices
even today. This is an example of literature and discourse evidenced by some of the more extreme right-wing
conservative groups, but statements of this nature help to perpetuate one of the most tenacious errors in the
reckoning of the history of Halloween. According to Scottish-Gaels dictionaries, Samhain is defined as being "the
feast of all souls," with the root meanings of "Sam + Fuin = end of summer." Irish-English dictionaries do not
necessarily connect Samhain with any deity, defining Samhain as "all hallowtide, the feast of the dead in Pagan
and Christian times, signalizing the close of harvest and the initiation of the winter season, lasting till May, during
which troops (esp. the Flann) were quartered."
Isaac Bonawitz, a leading expert on Druidic and Celtic studies, states in his article titled "The Real Origins of

(conl on p. 14)

the trees would lose their leaves and the sickly animals would die out. . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Both people and animals alike would prepare for the lean months of winter. Death could be seen everywhere, yet to these ancient peoples, it was
not something to be feared because most Cehic peoples believed in some
sort of reincarnation; to them, death was just another beginning. They
observed that, as the leaves fell from the trees, so did the seeds of new
life, and therefore believed that with death came conception, and like a
baby, the seeds for the next year would sleep in Mother Earth's dark womb
until spring, when they would be bom again.
With this seasonal base to set their belief system, the Celtic peoples
developed several wonderful stories surrounding the
theme of
dark's temporary conquest of
light, as , inevitably, light
w o u I d
just
as
somehow be restored
spring eventually follows
winter. On
the surface, these tales
seem to be
of good
archetypal of the battle
versus evil, with good
eventually
one must
coming out on top, but
consider the fact that the
Celts really
didnotadheretothebelief in a
strong division of good
and evil,
believing instead that all
t h i n g s
shared both qualities.
U nIi k e
Judea-Christian cuit u r e s
which profess sentiments akin
to • the devil made me do it," Celts believed that human beings possess
both the capabilities of doing good and doing harm, and therefore believed in a natural cycle encompassing both dark and light ,with neither
~by
having totally evil or totally good qualities.
It was because dark-and-light and winter-and-summer both represent extreme opposites that the Cehs viewed the transitions between the
two as a time of perfect balance. Both Samhain and the spring festival of
Beltane are considered days of "balance," and on the wheel-like Celtic
calendar, they are directly opposite one another, and stand as the doors
between the seasons. It is on these days in particular that Cehs believed
all to be in balance between Earth and what they referred to as the "Other
Realm."
The Cehs considered our world to be one of two twin worlds; Earth,
also sometimes referred to in later texts as "Middle Earth," and its dark
Pamela H. Woodward,CFP
twin, "the Land of Faerie." The Land of Faerie has also been referred to
as the "Underworld," • Other World," • lir-na-Og," • Avalon," • Land of
Vice President
Apples," or "Summerland," as it has been popularly referred to in recent
Retirement Planning Specialist
times.
Pagans believe that, in the Land of Faerie, dwell those who have
4801 Southwick Drive
gone before us- our beloved dead, who rest in renewal until their time of
rebirth. Some believe that the Land of Faerie is an exact shadow of our
Matteson, IL 60443
world, but most pagans maintain that it is a place of paradise where all
(708) 481-0500
dead go, regardless of their deeds in their past lives. The Celts believed
in no heaven or hell, and that judgment was exercised in reincarnation
itself.
Samhain, because it was believed to be a time of balance with the
0 ther
World, was also believed to
be
a
time when the veil between
parallel realms was at its thinthe two
a result of this belief, the Cehs
nest. As
maintained that their beloved dead
come back and visit them on
w o uId
night, bringing with them
t h i s
knowledge and guidance. candles
hallowed turnip lanterns lit the
inside
way to
many a pagan hearthside,
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Runic systems (prophecy by stones) were utilized as a way of getting a
glimpse of the year to come, and early forms of tarot cards were probably
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TALK
, never let my schoolil~g lnllrfent with my ediiCdon.•
-Mal1c TWain

'Never grow a wishbone, daughl&r,
where your backbone ought to be.•
--clementN Padclefold
"What you are stands over you the whle, and thooders so,
that I cannot hear what you say to the contrary.•
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
("Muhamm d" cont. from c:over)
A student has informed the paper that Muhammad has awarded a teaching
position to a fellow student by the name of Robin Thompson, despite the fact
that Thompson has not yet earned her master's degree. In fact, Thompson,
presently teaching composition, is slated to teach composition and a requisite survey coursa in American literature next trimester.
The hiring of individuals who do not possess, marginally, a master's degree, no matter his or her likeability, or connection to GSU instructors, for
collegiate-level instruction, is expressly in violation of accreditation mandates
for higher-education institutions such as GSU.
Students of Ms.Thompson's have positive things to say about the young
adjunct, but it is the contradiction between what is expresed by Dr. Muhammad
as a standard or" rule" for some, and a colapseable formality for others, that
is of serious concern to students of the program--and one might imagine-the
North Central Association for Colleges and Secondary Schools,_is responsible for granting accreditation to this university. Having reciently captured a
ten-year renewal of university accreditation,it seems that Muhammad hired
Thompson in direct opposition to the policies which secure accreditation for
GSU students and programs. What's wrong with this picture? Plenty. Aside
from the fact that Muhammad is helping put the university at risk for future
renewals being granted, students ordinarily enter their classes under the assumption that their instructors are qualified to teach the materials at hand,
apparently not the case at GSU. In the business world, such practices of
misrepresentation are referred to as "switch-and-bait" tactics, or more commonly, consumer fraud.
The fundamental precept of getting a college education is that students pay
to learn under the auspices of qualified instructors, individuals whose areas
of expertise are related to the types of careers which students seek to pursue.
In short, students pay for information culled from and guidance by lhelr Instructors' academic and professional experiences. Students In Muhammad's
program, however, are at risk of being either poorly or improperly trained in
their selected discipline, as no real means exits to date for students to verify
an instructor's qualifications. Of ooursa, students typically trust that the administration responsible for the hiring of their professors ensures that qualified and discipline-appropriate individuals are granted teaching positions-a
trust that Muhammad appears to have violated.
Kelly Bober, a recent graduate of the GSU English program, made several
requests to Muhammad about the possibility of being hired to teach at GSU,
stating "I asked Dr. Muhammad several times if I could teach this trimester
(Fall 2000). I did receive my degree, and even would have been available at
the last minute-but she never called. • (Bober attempted to reach Muhammad
for an explanation as to why a non-certified student was awarded the teaching position instead of her, though Muhammad has yet to return calls placed
by Bober on both the paper's behalf and as a matter of personal curiosity.)
Although it remains uncertain as to why Muhammad selected Thompson to
assume a teaching position under her jurisdiction, there is some speculation
as to why it was not awarded to Bober, a student who professes to be •academically and ethically at odds with Muhammad" in terms of literary interpretation and class comportment. Bober was a student of Muhammad's for an
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800-level ooursa during the Winter 2000 trimester, which was intended to explore the writings
of the black, female, American authors Gayle
Jones and Toni Morrison, although a number of
students reported to have been dissatisfied with
Muhammad's level of scholarly and personal discourse.
Bober contends that Muhammad reached an
all-time low when she began verbally trashing
other students enrolled in the English program
and indulged in disparaging remarb about a fairly
celebrated black Harvard scholar, repeatedly and
vehemently referring to him in class as "that
nigger from Harvard." According to students
present for the discussion, despite voiced opposition of Muhammad's assessment of the author
in question, she reiterated her comments. The
irony of this incident is both comical and infuriating, as federal law prohibits the use of derogatory racial language in academic institutions, and
Muhammad specifically prohibits (both verbally
and in her syllabi) the use of the term "nigger" by
her students unless the word is being cited from
the literature being discussed.
Students in that class were also less than
amused by Muhammad's tirades about one of
her 500-level classes that trimester, Major Black
as she launched -on a
occa-
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a
d1atnl agrunst students of the lower-level class, during time which
was intended to discuss the reading materials for
the upper-level one. Students required to take
the 7:30 evening ooursa following a day's work
and anywhere up to an hour in travel time each
way claim to have been disgusted by the fact that
they were forced to pay for tuition and texts, do
the reading and writing assignments, and waste
time and gas money to get to class and back simply for Muhammad to rant about wanting to "take
an Uzzi to those other students• because she considered them •so stupid; stating that sixth-graders were smarter than her 500-level students in
that particular class.(The irony herein is that
Muhammad's campus voicernail ends with a salutation of "Peace." With an Uzzi ?) One student
likened the situation to a free therapy session for
Muhammad at the expense of her students.
(Ouch.)
Muhammad is reported to have habitually engaged in and allowed racially condescending and
hostile volleys to be aimed at students in the lowerlevel coursa, as she failed to discourage one student in particular from engaging in such behavior,
thereby indirectly reinforcing it.
At times, Muhammad would blatantly reinforce
(cont. on p. 13)
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(cont. from p.12)
It, as after one particular1y intense class discussion of August Wilson's play "The Piano
Lesson; Muhammad and the abrasive student resoundingly and summarily reiterated to
the class that the white people in the class would never understand aspects of the play
simply because they were white (Isn't one of the attributes of literature to teach us about
cultures and individuals unlike ourselves?)--and in a tone which clear1y did not sit well with
members of the class, as they voiced their disapproval to another instructor in that depart·
ment the following day.
A small handful of students complained of the increasingly intolerable situation fostered
by Muhammad and the unchecked student to Professor Patricia Koutouzas, an instructor
whom they liked and trusted enough to share their complaints of elevated racial tension in
the classroom, which detracted from the learning experience, Insulted some students, and
fostered hostility between parties. The students-In-question also informed Koutouzas about
their disdain for what they deemed to be Muhammad's rude and decidedly prejudiced treat·
ment of one student in the class who was not reticent about voicing her literary and/or
philosophical disagreements with Muhammad's personal assessments, and that the acerbic other student was allowed to put down other classmates' assessments and interrupt
them at will, as Muhammad did nothing to control the situation professionally. Muhammad,
disallowed the
student to voice her
the students

C++

G) C)

ses of the literature, either summarily dismissing them or permitting the
hostile student to Interject with confrontational commentary-;t practice
which students confessed to having been frustrating because they wished
to hear the dissenting studenrs assessments.
In addition to racial tension being heightened, religious tensions ran
high at times, especially when discussing the Christian elements of
Wilson's plays. Discussion of the Christian facets--OOvlously Incorporated Into the works by the prize-wiming author for some relevant reason-was habitually squelched by Muhammad, a practitioner of the Islam religion, despite students' professed interest in exploring the religious facets of the literature being studied.
Students from three of Muhammad's former classes (and not of the
same trimesters) have been in contact with one another, and a movement is presently underway for Muhammad's removal, as they wish to
demonstrate that Muhammad's inappropriate behavior is habitual, and
not merely accidental. Students deeply offended by Muhammad's classroom demeanor and those disenchanted with her advisory and adminis(cont. on p. 14)
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The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ap
proved U.S. use of the abortion pill RU-486, a
major victory for those who battled for 12 years
to bring the ear1y-abortion method to this coun
try. Proponents say the pill, which has been
used by millions of women in 13 other coun
tries, could transform abortion in the United
States by making it more accessible and more
private, although the pill may only be used
during the ear1iest days of pregnancy. Antiabortion organizations have fought to keep the
drug out of the U.S. since it debuted in France
(1988), and have pledged to continue their
efforts. The drug should be available by No
vember 2000, and the National Abortion Fed
eration, which accredits abortion providers,
has stated that 240 of its member clinics are
already prepared to offer the drug, and the fed
eration is training more physicians how to ad
minister it.
Abortion By Pill Not That Simple
Getting an abortion with the drug RU-486
isn't quite as simple as taking a pill. The FDA
mandated that women opting to utilize the
medication mlfeprtstone (RU-486) for voluntary abortions must be issued a special brochure (called MedGuides) explaining who is
eligible for the drug treatment, what possible
side effects to expect, and that a minimum of
three doctor visits are required for the procedure to be effective. The FDA will allow the
drug to be distributed only to doctors trained
to accurately diagnose the duration of any
given pregnancy and who can also detect ectopic, or tubal, pregnancies, as women with
pregnancies of those nature cannot receive
the drug. The FDA ruled also that only doctors who can operate or who have made advance arrangements with surgeons to be on
call will be allowed to dispense the drug, in
the event of excessive bleeding or requisite
surgical attention as a result of the procedure.
House Bill Gives Federal Protections To
"Born-Alive"
The House voted recently to ensure that any
fetus that is breathing when it leaves the
mother's womb, even if during an abortion pro-
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cedure, would be treated as a person under federal law. The BornAlive Infants Protection Act (passed 380-15) states that If there is
complete extraction from the mother and the fetus breathes, has
a heartbeat, and definite movement of voluntary muscles, the fetus will be considered having been born alive. The National Abortion and reproductive Rights Action League said the bill "would
effectively grant legal personhood to a pre-viable fetus-in direct
conflict with Roe (vs. Wade)-and would inappropriately inject
prosecutors and lawmakers into the medical decision-making process."
Genetic Selec:tlon Produces Baby For Transplant
In the first known case of its kind, a couple had several embryos created In a lab, and selected one to produce a child that
was free of a known genetic disease, in order to provide a transplant to save the life of his six-year-old sister. Doctors infused
blood from the umbilical cord of the boy into his sister, who has a
disease which prevents her from creating her own bone marrow.
The process implemented is known as pre-Implantation genetic
diagnosis (PGD). The survival rate for Individuals having the young
gir1's disease and receiving transplants from siblings increases
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by 54%, which is why the parents opted for the procedure.
Research M•y Help C.ncer Fertility
Women having cancer therapy may one day be able to avoid the ovary damage that often leaves them
unable to bear children, researchers report. Scientists studying chemical and radiation damage to mice
cells report promising results when the action of the chemical ceramide was blocked, although they caution
that considerable work is needed before the method could be used in humans. Blocking ceramlde preserved the fertility of eggs normally destroyed in the cancer treatment, according to the October issue of
Nature Medicine. Tests have only been done with mice thus far, wherein the mice were injected with a
ceramlde-blocking agent and then exposed to doses of radiation that would be expected to destroy most of
the eggs. Two weeks later, the ovaries receiving the blocking agent appeared healthy, while the unprotected
ovaries showed almost complete destruction of eggs.
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(cont from p. 11)
Halloween• that "There is no historical or archeologi·
cal evidence of any Celtic deity, of the dead or any
other topic, named 'Samhain.' We know the names
of some 350 Celtic deities and 'Old Sam Hain' ain't
one of 'em. Major dictionaries of Celtic Languages
don't mention any Samhain deity either: McBain's
Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic Language says
that 'samhuinn' (the Scots Gaelic spelling) means
'summer's end' .. ."
From where, then did this sentiment derive?
Although this misconception has been perpetuated
and elaborated upon by pro-active and possibly misguided political and religious groups of today, the legend of the god Samhain dates back, in fact, to 1no
A.D. It was in that year that an English colonel by
name of Char1es Vallency wrote a six-volume set of
books which tried to prove that the Irish peoples originally came from Armenia. To Valiancy, it seemed
apparent that the origin of Samhain was any one of
the several Armenian deities whose names began
with 'Sam'. It is interesting to note, however, that
any of the deities associated
with that prefix were sun-related, to the sun, having nothing to do with the dead.
With the legend of
Samhain being so terribly inconclusive, it would seem that
much of the negative connotations surrounding Halloween
could be dismissed. This Is not
the case, however, for conservative Christian pamphlets continue to elaborate on popular allegations of ritual abuses and
sacrifices. These Christians
state that every year, dozens of
children go missing during the
weeks before Halloween, and
that the victims suffer unspeakable abuses at the hands of
Satanists, Druids, and WICC8ns
before being sacrificed to the
devil. The Ontario Consultants on Religious
Tolerance's web site reMes that assessment with
the following statement: "This is unsubstantiated religious hate propaganda. Ken Lanning of the FBI has
compiled a list of three-dozen mostly- religious
groups, which have been called Satanists and have
been associated with ritual abuse and murder. They
include Buddhists, Church of Scientology, Hindus, the
Masonic Order, the Occult, Rosicrucians, Santeria,
Voodoo, and dozens of others. There hes never been
a US court case involving hard evidence of ritual human sacrifice motivated by religious beliefs. On the
other hand, there are numerous Fundamentalist and
other Evangelical Christians who claim that they once
belonged to a Satanic group, rose to a position of
great power in the organization, and engaged in evil
criminal acts, including murder and cannibalism. Many
of these have been independently investigated; to our
knowledge, all have shown to be frauds and hoaxes."
While it may certainly be true that children, sadly, do
disappear regular1y at this time of year (and that unspeakable cruelties are done to helpless animals),
the possibility exists that such abductions are done
by individuals taking advantage of the annual accusations made against pagans by less-than-tolerant
religions and organizations, either for personal motives or to help promulgate the negative stereotypes
frequently attributed to pagans-in other words, they
tale advantage of the bad press pagans receive, and
make them the scapegoats for their own evil deeds.
Today's world is much different from that of
the ancient Celts, and so are those who have
revived the Celtic holidays for personal reasons.
The people of ancient Britain were pastoral, and
were much more tied to the land and the cycles of
nature as one might be today. These days,
seasons can slip by without notice as we sit in our
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heated homes and air-ronditioned trailers.
There are some people, though, who
have chosen to get away from the
trappings of modem life, if only spiritually,
and return to the ancient ways of what is
commonly referred to as "'the Old
Religion.·
The Old Religion Is based on the
Goddess/God duality found in very early
Pre-Christian Pagan religions. To launch
into detail of its basics would take far
more than the intended scope of this
article, but what can be told of it within the
requisite confinement of this article, is
that many of today's adherents of this
belief system are not the wicked and
unethical monsters the media has, at
times, portrayed them to be. Though
there are many individual faiths ( the most
popular1y known of which are Wiccans)
under the general title of Neo-Paganism
(such as Santerians, Yorubans, the
followers of Asatru, and a number of
smaller traditions), all of
these religions profess a
devotion to this planet,
believing that the Goddess
and God (or number of gods
and goddesses, as the
number varies within
faiths)are part of the same
divine force, and are
imminent in all things, with
practitioners professing that
rocks, plants, animal,s and
people are all sacred.
Practitioners also embrace
"magick," the skill of altering
one's consciousness to
affect real life, and it Is
because of this belief in
particular that Wiccans (also
known as witches) have
been and are continually
persecuted as being Satanists, despite
the fact that this is an unsubstantiated
conclusion. For W1CC8ns do not worship
Satan, and they do not hold "Black
Masses; abduct children for sacrifice, or
cast spells on their enemies-eccusations
frequently harbored against WICCSOS by
those who either fear or disapprove of the
Wiccan religion. Although this type of
mentality is present year-round, it Is
usually found in high concentration
around Samhain, or Halloween, as It has
become more popular1y known.
Halloween has long been referred to
in modem times as a "witch's holiday,"
and this is rightly so. The modem
concept of children dressing as ghosts
and vampires and going door-to-door for
trick-or-treating is truly a very young popculture tradition, and although it is based
on historic roots, the holiday did not really
get going as we know it until the 1920's at
which time that the Boy Scouts of
America began sponsoring the "beggar's
nights" that were already popular among
Irish immigrants and urban youth. The
true holiday upon which this custom is
based derives from Samhain, and there
are many people who continue to
celebrate its original meaning today.
To the Neo-Pagan, October 31st is
the start of a 24-hour festival celebrating
the New Year, for Samhain, to them, is
both the end and the beginning. Wiccans
and other Neo-Pagans of today draw
upon ideas of the past for their rituals.
For pagans, life is ritual, and everything is
(cont on p. 17)

Everyone's
Business
Safety tips from the GSUPD
by Officer Jason Myotki

'When holiday
shopping, place all
gifts and packages
in a non-visible
location of your
vehicle, so as not to
draw attention to it."

Get to know the men and women that together make the GSU
Police Force. The officers featured in this column serve the GSU
community 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The next full
interview will appear in the first December issue of the INNOVATOR.

(cont from p. 13)
trative performance have determined to pen letters of discommendation
against Muhammad for infractions they claim to have witnessed or suffered from, and intend also to solicit other such complaints, the compilatiorT of which is intended to be submitted to the GSU administration prior
to the possibility of Muhammad's being granted tenure following her portfolio review in December of this year.
Additionally, an investigation is scheduled to begin soon regarding suspicions that Muhammad's grading policy is also prone to discrimination,
whether personal or racial, as copies of 'M>rk from students of differing
races (black and white) are being prepared tor submission to tests-andmeasures departments at a number of state universities and area high
schools. The survey is being conducted because one of Muhammad's
black graduate students received a grade of "A" for classes taken under
Muhammad, despite the fact that copies of the studenrs work are replete with pooctuation, grammatical, and citation errors, to say nothing
of coherency issues. In excess of three dozen mistakes were easily
discovered within a three-page, double-spaced paper written by the student, and other individuals having perused the same paper--one of whom
is a collegiate professor and the other of whom teaches high school
English -4lad identical findings. The GSU faculty grading handbook stipulates that the grade of "A." incidentally, is reserved for students exhibiting "superior performance," of which the number of errors discovered in
the test-copy does not seem to support.
Muhammad's teaching ability is not the only thing being questioned,
scrutinized, and lambasted, as her ability as an advisor has come under
fire as well by students who have received costly and erroneous academic counselling from her. Students claim to have been advised to
take classes for which they subsequently discovered they could not receive credit towards the completion of their degrees, forcing them to
incur expenses for tuition, textbooks, fuel, and even babysitting services
in order to attend unnecessary classes.
One graduate student, whose study plan Muhammad filled out, was
shocked to learn, with only her thesis work remaining, that she was required to complete an additional five deficiency courses completed before being granted her diploma, as her undergraduate degree was in a
discipline other than English. She had to scramble to make arrange(cont on p. 15)

Gingerbread Witches
a ~ shared from the kitchen of LJnda McCann

112 cup softened butter

~~!fti:tl1 cup brown sugar

raisins

2 teaspoons ground ginger
2 teaspoons cinnamon
~=,.-· 112 teaspoons allspice
112 teaspoon salt
112 cup molasses
1 egg
3 112 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
·~t:;~!Jr~~ii:': 1112 teaspoon baking powder

1) In a large mixing bowt, cream together the butter, brown sugar,
g~nger,

cinnamon, allspice, and salt. Beat In the molasses and egg.
2) In another bowt, combine the flour, baking soda, and baking
powder, mixing
well. Add to the molasses mixture and stir until smooth.
3) Divide the dough into lour equal parts. Cover With aluminum
foil or plastic
wrap, and then chiN lor 1 112 to 2 hours in the refrigerator.
4) When ready, roll each quarter to 1/4-inch thickness on a lightly
floured
surface with a floured rolling p10. Cut the dough with a Witchshaped cookie-

cutter (or other Hal~theme cutters, such as pumpkins,
bats, ghosts).
5) Press raisins Into the dough to make eyes, mouth,

buttons, and so forth.
6) Place the Qlngerbread cutouts onto a greased cookie
sheet ,and bake In a ~ree preheated oven lor eightto-ten minutes or until golden brown.
7) Remove from the oven and place on wire racks to cool.
Decorate the cookies with black and orange colored Icing if
deslred.

This recipe yields about 30 cookies.
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(eoat. from p. 15)
ments for independent studies and ClEP provisions
in order to guarantee that her graduation date would
not suffer a setback. Even more brow raising is the
fact that Muhammad infonned the student that ClEP
options were not available to her for the defiCiency
courses, which tumed out to be an absolutely
untruthful statement, which the university's testing
personnel verified, even going so far as to call
Muhammad and instruct her to desist in dispensing fallacious advice to students per testing
options. The truly frightening fact of the matter is
that the graduate student discovered about the
deficiency credits and the CLEP options from a
fellow student who distrusted Muhammad's
judgment, and Muhammad did not even catch the
deficiency credits that late into the student's
academic career. Furthermore, of the deficiency
courses, the student had taken a seminar class
without having taken its prerequisite, which the
administration should not have normally permitted.
Other dubious practices in the English department under Muhammad's direction include:
"I think that the paper should be
students being abruptly reassigned advisors;
about students and their achieve"A student newspaper should be the true voice of
inconsistent advising amongst instructors;
ments. I hope that our
a community. Good, bad, fumy, shameful,.
inadequate scheduling of classes for graduate
glorious ... it all should be splashed across the
paper can grow and be better.
students; and infrequent rotation of classes and
pages of the university press.
The paper should represent
authors available. (Muhammad herself has taught
I gauge the honesty of a place by the voices that I
everybody,
and I think its getting
Toni Morrison every trimester for at least six
hear, or In this case read. If only "sUMy" news Is
better at doing that.•
set out front lor the company to see, I'm not
consecutive trimesters now, and well before that
buying It"
time has been rumored. One student informed
Chuck Zavesky,
that Muhammad has taught that author for what
English Grad.
would now be, minimally, twelve straight terms
Student
Copes of syllabi from previous trimesters were
sought in order to verify this contention, but GSU
'When I think of a university newspaper edited by
records are apparently incomplete or inaccessible
students, I would hope that it would be a publicato students.)
tion that facilitates critical consciousness on
Additionally, Muhammad has failed to notify
students in her program about conferences in
various issues. It is an old fashioned idea that
which they could either participate or attend
students should be.the ones challenging the status
(important for student resumes and doctoral
quo.
This kind of mental exploration makes
program applications), competitions in which they
students better citizens."
might compete, or off-campus (i.e., state, federal,
Or. Donna Noeclwla, Professor ol SoCial WOII<, BSW Program
business- sponsored, etc.) scholarships for which
students could apply. Muhammad didn't even
bother to advertise the annual student research
conference held on the GSU campus, meaning
that the English department did not post a ftyer in
its lobby advertising it or inform the students
either verbally or via correspondence. Two years
(at least) have passed for which some students
Please excuse the misspelling of "Artaxerxes" printed in the October 3,
might have been able to gain valuable experience
and recognition for when moving on from GSU to
2000 "moral minority" column. The name is properly spelled
wherever their academic and professional career
"Atarxerxes."
paths might have taken them; perhaps the paths
would have been smoother, wider, and further if
We have been scouring through copies of newspapers from other
they had had the opportunity to compete for
university presses and have made some adjustments to the typeset.
awards which could have embellished their
move from 10 pt. To 8 pt. is based on readability and space/ length
portfolios.
with other newspapers, and the INNOVATOR's increasing
An investigation is now underway by the Student
need to print more information. We welcome your responses to this
Senate at GSU ais the result of Muhammad
confessing to a member of that body that she
visual alteration, and we thank you for reading.
granted awards to students in the English
program who were not justly entitled to them, per
her own stated guidelines, as she failed to adhere
cheesecloth long enough to
to nomination timelines, excluded her faculty from
drape in a "pooo" at the base
the voting process, limiting the number of awards (cont. on
of the cup and cut
given and the pool of candidates from which she p.l6)
4. Pour stiffener in to a plastic bag. It
may be diluted with1-part water to
3-parts stiffener, to make it easier
with which to work. Mix well before
Try making one of these easy and inexpensive
adding cheesecloth.
crafts with your favorite •pumpkin."
5. Unfold a piece of pre-cut cheesecloth and place 1t in the plastic bag.
Cheesecloth Ghosts
Squeeze the bag until the
Supplies:
cheesecloth is fully saturated.
balloons (sizes and shapes depend on the size
6. To remove the cheesecloth, hold
and shape of ghost desired)
the open edge of bag (about 2-112"
cheesecloth (amount varies with desired
to 3" down from the top edge),
finished size of ghost- approximately one yard
almost closed with one hand.
for each medium size ghost)
Slowly pull cheesecloth out
black felt or movable paste-on eyes
through the small opening,
wax paper
squeezing as much stiffener out of
plastic bag
the cheesecloth as possible.
fabric stiffener
7. Drape cheesecloth over a balloon
Directions:
and arrange as desired. Use one
1. Cover work surface with wax paper.
or two layers of cheesecloth for
2. Inflate balloons, set in cups or bowls for
each "ghost.•
support, and then set on wax paper.
If necessary, use a paper towel to
remove any excess stiffener from
holes in cheesecloth.
8. Repeat steps 4 - 7 for the rest of
your "ghosts.•
Umber, Aesh, Antique Gold, Orange, Black, Uberty Blue
9. let "ghosts• dry.
•
1 Brown Felt Square
10. Remove "ghosts" from balloons
1 Pkg. Natural Raffia
and cups.
1 Red Bandanna
11. Cut round or oval eyes from black
1 Yd. 318" Red Ribbon
feh, or use the movable paste-on
1 Spray Can K~ High Gloss Varnish
eyes. Glue eyes on "ghosts.•
Dow Coming Clear Silicone Adhesive
12. Decorate with ribbons, spider web,
Assorted Paint Brushes
etc. (if desired), and hang with fishing line.
Directions:

Pixel Poll

What is the role of a student newspaper in
a university community?

QUESnON

Pardon

Hal1t>weett !ttstJe

1.
3.

To determine the size to cut cheesecloth,
drape it over balloon as follows:
a. for "flying ghosts," cut the cheesecloth so the ends do not touch the nat
work surface, and cut;
b. for "standing ghosts," cut the

Clay Pot Scarecrow
Supplies:
5-4" Clay Pots (other size
pots can be used to make Scarecrow
larger or smaller)
•
1 Each Apple Barre0
Acrylic Paint: Midnight Blue, Bumt

2.
3.

4.

Paint clay pots. Glue bottom three pots together with silicone
adhesive to form the body. let set for 24 hours.
Spray all pots with high gloss varnish.
Make arms by wrapping pieces of bandanna around raffia.
Glue to body of scarecrow. Use the remaining raffia to make
collar, hair, and hat plume. Cut hat brim out of felt.
Glue to the body in the following order - collar, face pot, hair,
hat brim, hat pot, and hat plume. Wrap ribbon round neck
and make bow tie.
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mtnortty
by M. L. Hosty

As It Is Written
Most people realize that the purpose of any trial is to determine the truth, correct? The cross-examination of witnesses
is a means of not merely validating that their testimonies are
consistent with the incidents about which they speak, but also
that their testimonies are consistent within themselves: In
other words, scrutinizing the content of any witness' testimony allows observers to determine not only that the facts
presented do not contradict the case, but also that the witness does not contradict him/herself.
In studying the Bible (or any historical text, for that matter),
readers would do well to "cross-examine• its contents in their
efforts to determine if what is written therein is, indeed, the
truth, Essentially, the Bible is a compilation of testimonies
and eye-witness accounts, and therefore, rightly should be
subject to careful scrutinizing for truthfulness on the part of
its audience, whether ecclesiastical or ecumenical. These
days, this is not so diffiCult a task as one might imagine, especially taking into consideration the numerous and continual
advances of science and technology, in addition to the increasing number of archeological discoveries throughout the
world.
Of the numerous means by which the Bible is validated,
especially that of the original King James Version (KJV) of
1611 A.D., the three most crucial factorspertain to the Bible
stacks up in terms of the following: evidence of a divine authorship; historical accuracy; and the fulfillment of prophecy.
As these topics are considerably prodigious in terms of their
scope, this column will focus exclusively on the first, and pos·
sibly most difficult, aspect- that of divine authorship.
Divine authorship, according to the tenets of Christianity
(and Judaism), stipulates that the Bible (both Hebrew and
Christian) is the 'Word of God," as it was related by Him directly to mankind. For example, in the Old Testament, the
prophet Daniel records that he was instructed by God to pen
things which were not for Daniel to understand, but for subsequent generations. (Daniel 12:4) The book of Isaiah, especially, is replete with statements indicating direct communication with God, as are, quite logically, the other books of
the prophets, who daimed to be conveying what was revealed
or dictated to them by God. The first five books of the Bible
(referred to as the Pentateuch) were recorded by Moses, and
detail, in addition to many, many other incidents, an account
of the creation of this earth age, which is given in the book of
meaning "in the
Genesis, which in Hebrew is the word

/

beginning," which, appropriately enough, is how the entire
Bible begins.
Skeptics of divine authorship (and even of divine existence)
have long debated as to how to assess whether or not the
Bible, and the book of Genesis in particular, was actually the
handiwork of Moses (exclusively) or of God (utilizing Moses),
of which both Christians and practitioners of Judaism believe
to be the latter case. The reason that the book of Genesis
receives the greatest amount of attention, naturally, is because, technically, there were no eyewitnesses to the event,
and Moses certainly was not around at that time. How then to
determine that what Moses recorded was not merely a fickle
indulgence or fairy tale contrived of his own creation? Technological advances in the field of mathematics and the creation of "super computers• have convinced not merely countless skeptical students of Biblical literature, but have helped
to convert atheistic and agnostic scholars into believers-a
result, at times, of their own studies attempting to disprove
the validity of the scriptures and debunk the existence of the
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. One such example involves scientists reactions to a study produced by three mathematical statisticians (from the Jerusalem College of Technology and the Hebrew University in Israel) who published
their incredible findings in Statistical Science in August of
1994.
Utilizing a process referred to as Equidistant Letter Sequencing (ELS), the statisticians in question-Ooron Witzum,
Eliyahu Rips, and Yoav Rosenber~e to the conclusion
that it was simply not possible for the book of Genesis to be
a result of human authorship, stating in their report that 'We
conclude that the proximity of ELS with related meanings in

o
SIS 1s not ue to
, a sentiment reiterated in an examination of their findings by other scientists for
the October 1995 issue of Blbllul Review, which offered "The
phenomenon cannot be attributed to anything in the known
physical universe, human beings Included." What phenomenon led these scientists to conclude--irrefutably, to their
minds-that divine authorship was, in fact, at hand?
The Masoretic (Hebrew) text of Genesis (of which the KJV
of 1611 is the only English translation) was converted into a
string of continual letters and placed into a two-dimensional
array, which means simply that the letters were divided into
rows containing a pre-determined number of letters apiece,
such as
KHASDSERYQ
HOKNFRWOSC
JOLMSUDBDY,
and so forth.
Using computers, the researchers scrutinized the Hebrew text,
discovering words composed by letters at various equal "skip
distances"-hence the term equidistant letter sequences. What
this discovery of patterns means Is that every third or fourth
letter, for example, formed encoded words. As such, the word
"house" might appear thusly in the encryption:
HxxOxxUxxSxxE (every third letter) or
HxxxOxxxUxxxSxxxE (every fourth letter).

s more, USing
same computer
s
wrote em.
as the first study, not only were all 34 name-date pairs discovered, but, incredulously, in equidistant sequences.
There's more still.
Somewhat in shock and disbelief at their own findings, the
scientists repeated the procedure, using the next 32 names
and dates from the reference book previously mentioned.
Know what? All 32 were found.
The researchers ran identical tests on the Samaritan
Pentateuch, and indicated that "the phenomenon was utterly
lacking in letter-level variants." They also ran comparable
tests on other texts considered sacred (and secular ones as
well), but no such findings, they aver, occur in any other textincluding newer translations which do not derive from the
Masoretic texts.
The mathematicians of the Biblical Revklw report postulated that the purpose of the encoding is to serve as the
author's signature, offering "It is His way of assuring us that
at this particular, late moment-when our scientific, materialIstic doubt has reached its apotheosis, when we have been
driven to the brink of radical skepticisrll--4hat He is precisely
who He had said He is."
The scientists responsible for conducting the research concluded, in light of their research, that there is not the least
possible chance of their findings being accidental, and that a
far superior and omniscient intelligence than humanly possible must have encoded the prophetic names, dates, and
events so entirely and consistently congruent to each other.
Of course, it would be more accurate to say that the possible chance exists at the ratio of one to fifty quadrillion. In
any lottery game, those would be unbeatable odds--how much
more so in betting on the fact that the Bible is, in fact, the
'Word of God"? As the only English translation of the Hebrew
text proper is the KJV, why gamble with other less accurate
translations? Especially considering what could be won or at
risk? My money, therefore, is on the KJV.
As this column focused on divine authorship, the following
issue will contain an examination of the historical accuracy of
the KJV Bible, with the fulfillment of prophecy being addressed
in a subsequent column.
Recommended web sites are as follows:

http://www, wbidbey.net/-dcloud/tbns/verstbns.htm (A
fabulous electronic library defending the use of the KJV Bible.
It contains, literally, thousands of pages of text.)
http://www.blueletterbjble,or2 (A search tool which
provides access to an online Strong's concordance. Adequate
in a pinch, but a print version is recommended.)
http://www.theomatics,com/thcomatics/wbatjs.html (A
fascinating explanation and examination of the Bible's
complexly codified numerical values.)
htto:/twww,coro.djrect.ca\trinitv\partl ,html
(A brief look at the numerical structureof the Bible.)
Aside from the fact that finding encoded words so consistently relatively surprised them, they were admittedly astonished to learn that, in dose proximity to each other, there were
"word-pairs.· Researchers found the name "Zedekiah" (a sixth
century B.C. king of Judah) close to the word Mantanya," his
original name. Even more amazJng, they found the word "Hanukkah"- the festival which commemorates the re-dedication of the Israelite temple after being re-captured from the
Assyrians in the second century B.C.-in close proximity to
the word "Hasmoneans,• the family name of the leaders of the
Israelite armies which reclaimed the temple from the Assyrians,
the event which Hanukkah celebrates. It was humanly impossible for Moses to know this at the time he recorded the
Pentateuch (approximately 2,300 B.C.), as centuries transpired
between Moses' existence and these incidents. Not only could
he not have foreseen that far into the future as a mere mortal,
it is impossible that he should have been able to write so
mathematically perfect so as to ensure the encoding of equidistant letters, related word-pairs, and name the very peoples
and events so as to fit the patterns present in the scriptures.
There's more.
Their curiosity piqued, the researchers selected, at random,
300 related word-pairs (in Hebrew) from names and events
occurring hundreds and thousands of years after the book of
Genesis was written. (For example, in American history, pairings such as "Kennedy-Dallas• or •uncoln-theater.") Know
what? All 300 related name-event pairs were found within the
codified text-all of them. What's more, the words were not
merely found, but found in proximity to each other--iill 600
randomly selected terms-indicating that the odds of such
patterns existing were far beyond being coincidental. How
far, you might ask?
According to scientific analyses, any findings of less than
one in twenty is significant, meaning that any study showing
odds of 1:20 is an attention-getter. The three mathematicians
of this particular study determined that the odds of the meaningful sequences in the book of Genesis are at less than one
in fifty quadrillion, or 1:50,000,000,000,000,000. (Yes, you
read correctly-that's no typo-16 zeros should be after that
primary digit.) Fairly impressive, yes?
There's more still.
Following the release of this astounding Information, five
mathematical scholars from academic institutions such as
Harvard, Yale, and Hebrew University reported to Blbllc•l
Review that "the results are sufficiently striking to deserve a
wider audience and to encourage further study." Know what?
Further study was conducted, and the results of that study
compounded even further the original study's contention that
the book of Genesis could only have been divinely inspired.
For the next phase of the research, instead of searching for
simple pairs of related words, scientists took the 1961 Hebrew book entitled The Encyclopedia of Great Men in Israel
(Margalioth, M., ed.) and took the names of the 34 most prominent men in Israelite history from the ninth through nineteenth
centuries, and found them all-including the birth and death
dates for each figural (Hebrew numbers are represented as
letters.) Moses, being mortal, could not have possibly had
knowledge of such things upwards of 4,000 years after he

htto://www.reslight.addr.com/!·numerics.html
(A website providing a list of links to other bblical numeric
sites.)

Highly recommended books are:
Strong's Exhaustive Biblical Concordance, by Dr. James

Strong
The Companion Bible (deluxe KJV), by E.W. Bullinger
Number in Scripture, by Dr. E. W. Bullinger

Both of these titles are available at most local bookstores,
but may also be obtained (as well as in-depth lecture tapes
on the book of Genesis) at the following address, from where
I obtain most of my own study materials:
Shepherd's Chapel
P.O. Box 416
Gravette, Arkansas 72736-0416
(800) 643-4645

might have choosen independently.
Muhammad, it seems, has failed her students in
terms of being an advisor, an instructor, and an
administrator, although the university appears to have
turned a blind eye to such shortcomings. Students,
however, not content with merely letting Muhammad risk
compromising their educations and career opportunities,
have taken the initiative to bring these occurrences,
oversights, and inconsistencies to an end, and perhaps
for the best: The administration's willful ignorance of the
deplorable state of affairs in the English department with
Muhammad at the mast is reminiscent of the blind
leading the blind, and some students have minds and
futures too bright to allow them to become entirely
misled and subsequently disabled by the GSU powers
be.
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Planet Throb
::friendship, Booe, c5exuah'fy

Send your questions about friendship, love, or sexuality to Vetrtlcon:llla41hc:ltmaall. com
My hither Ia experiencing difficulty urinating lately, but getting him to go to the doctor Is like pulling teeth. I've
heard that most men experience some kind of ~ problema when they get older-what symptoms should we
be looking for, and how serious Ia the need for medical attention?

1)...whlc:h Wlif'8 men. 10 CLtic tNt o1 dry* or 10
cubic feel ol mailt Ill'? Or do lwy boll ~.,.
same?

2) ••• whlch ollhele cllle8 hu 1he largest poptllalkln ol
any dAy In 1he MIIMn hernllplwe Maldoo City, New
Yortt Qly, or Sao Pa&jo?
3) .. .how tD anange ... fclowlng by slz8, smallest to
largest? The planet ~ . . planet Merc:wy,lnd
Jupiter's moon Ganymede.
4) .••1he name ollle only pntlid8nl ollha United
S1atN who lhen became chief jullloe olht 8UpiWM
court?

._____.,..__________.,..._11!1•
(cont. from p. 14)
sacred, from the very food they eat to the breathtaking
sunsets they view. On Samhain, pagans take stock of
their lives and the past year.
Samhain, then, is a symbolic death. It is a time at
which the Goddess, having followed the seasonal cycle,
becomes the crone. The crone archetype is important
in goddess worship. It is the crone that is all wise and
the bestower of valuable guidance. It is because of
belief that the crone gives aid in seeing the future, and
that on Samhain, the wor1ds are once again in balance,
that Halloween is considered the perfect night to
practice divination. Tarot cards and rune stones are
used extensively on this night as a way to attempt
predicting what will occur in the coming year. Additionally, trance work (within the safety of a coven) is often
practiced, and a solitary pagan might wish to indulge in
the pagan practices of lucid dreaming or astral travel.
The Goddess as the crone is also the initiator of
death, in that it is her job to see that the strands of life
are cut when they are ready, and it is at this time of year
that it is the God's time to die. Pagans believed that,
throughout the passing year the Goddess has grown
alongside the God. In the spring, they made love in the
fields as
youths, and
throughout summer, fall , and for winter, His new self will
await within Her. As the Goddess tends the fruits of the
wild throughout the summer and provides for the people,
the God grows strong in the forests, learning the secrets
of
the
world; by Samhain,
He is depicted as the
Horned
God (Cemnunos in
the Celtic
pantheon) .
as the field of grain
Just
must die
to provide for the
people ,
so must the God.
There are
many regional
stories involving the God's
sacrifice, but they
s el fl e ss
all portray
his journey from
the light
of summer into the
dark of
winter, where he
will rest
Goddess again in
the spring.
In honor of the God's symbolic death and passage
into the afterlife, Neo- pagans remember their deceased
on this day, and because it is commonly held by them
that the veil between the world is thinnest at this time,
they maintain that spirits may retum home to visit, which
is why feasts of the dead are held by pagan families.
Favorite foods of the departed are cooked and left on
altars, while candles are sometimes kept burning
throughout the night to guide the spirits of the beloved
dead home to visit. Some pagans keep vigil all night,
telling stories of their beloved dead, and entertaining
those present with stories of the family history.
The traditions celebrated by modem day pagans are
both retrospective and introspective in nature, looking both
back in time and into the future. The dead are remembered
with joy in the belief that they are at rest and will soon
enter new lives of experience. Samhain, intended originally
to be a beautiful holiday- one of respect and remem-

The prostate, the male sex gland that produces a thick fluid that fonns part otthe semen, is about the size of a walnut. It
is located below the bladder and in front of the rectum, and surrounds the upper part of the urethra, which is the tube that
empties urine from the bladder. The prostate needs male hormones in order to function, of which the main one is testosterone, made mainly by the testicles, although some male hormones are produced in small amounts by the adrenal glands. It
Is Important for a man to have regular checkups because the prostate Is the source of three of the most important diseases
that men develop: benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), i.e., enlargement of the prostate, (which produces urinary difficulties
for 75% of men older than the age of 50); prostatitis (inflammation of the prostate), the most common cause of urinary tract
infection in men; and prostate cancer, which is the most common cancer contracted by men.
Of all the cancers, prostate cancer is the only cancer in which the death rates are continuing to increase. A few basic
facts: a new diagnosis of prostate cancer is made in the U.S. every three minutes; a man dies of prostate cancer every 15
minutes; and a newborn male has a 13% chance of developing prostate cancer during his lifetime, and a 3% chance of
dying from it. Cancer is capable of spreading from the original (primary) tumor to other parts of the body and forming new
tumors; the tenn for the spreading of cancer is called metastasis. Most cancers are named for the type of cell or organ in
which they begin, and so for cancer that begins in the prostate it Is called primary prostate cancer (or prostatic cancer).
Prostate cancer may remain in the prostate gland, or it may spread to nearby lymph nodes, or it may also spread to the
bones, bladder, rectum, and other organs.
When the cancer spreads to other parts of the body, the new tumor has the same malignant cells and the same name as
the primary tumor. For example, if prostate cancer were to spread to the bones, the cancer cells in the new tumor are
prostate C:ancer cells, and the disease Is Is referred to as metastatic prostate cancer, not bone cancer. It is important to
know that the prostate is two glands in one; the outer portion is where cancer can begin,
_ _._,_
and the inner portion surrounding the urethra is where BHP can develop.
~slf a man has symptoms, he needs to go for a physical examination and a prostatespecific antigen (PSA) test to be sure he doesn't have cancer. He will be required to
take a urine test, which will test for blood or infection in the prostate. If he has mild
symptoms, and cancer has been ruled out, he will most likely simply have his health
monitored since this disease grows very, very slowly. Should he have moderate
symptoms, he can be treated medically. If his symptoms are severe, he may need
surgery. The good news Is that today, surgery Is virtually non-Invasive.
The other disease effecting the prostate is prostatitis. There are three kinds of
prostatitis: bacterial (the most common cause of a urinary tract infection In men), which
responds well to antibiotics; non-bacterial (the most common fonn), which is difficult to
Ittreat; and prostatodyn/a (pain In the prostate). The lattennost development is not a
f:.
prostate disease, but Is actually peMc floor spasming. Uke non-bacterial prostatitis, it is also difficult to cure, though with a
doctor's assistance, over time, both non-bacterial prostatitis and prostatodynla s will eventually go away.
Early prostate cancer often does not cause symptoms. When symptoms of prostate cancer do occur, they may include
some of the following problems, some of which are the same for BPH and prostatitis. It is important, therefore, that
medical attention is sought as soon as possible. These symptoms include:

•

a need to urinate frequently, eapeclally at night;

•
•

difficulty starting urination or holding back urine;
Inability to urinate;
weak or Interrupted flow of urine;
painful or bumlng urination;
painful ejaculation;
blood In urine or semen; and/or
frequent pain br atlffneu In the lower back, hips, or upper thighs.

•
•
•
•
•

It is important to know that any of these symptoms may be caused by cancer or by other less serious health problems,
such as BPH or an infection. Only a doctor can tell the cause, and if a man has any of these symptoms he should see his
family doctor or an urologist. It is important that he does not wait until he feels any pain, as early prostate cancer does not
cause pain. If any of these symptoms are occurring, the doctor will ask the patient about his medical history, perform a
physical exam, and may order laboratory tests, in order to team more about the cause of the symptoms, and to help
determine whether conditions of the prostate are benign or malignant.
Should the test results suggest that cancer may be present, the patient will need to have a biopsy. During a biopsy, the
doctor removes a small amount of prostate tissue, usually with a needle, and a pathologist looks at the tissue under a
microscope to check for cancer cells. If cancer is present, the pathologist usually reports the grade of the tumor. The grade
tells how closely the tumor resembles normal prostate tissue, and suggests how fast the tumor is likely to grow. The
Gleason system is one way of grading prostate cancer, which uses scores of 2-10, while another system uses ratings of
G1-G4; tumors with lower scores are less likely to grow or spread than tumors with higher scores. If the physical exam and
test results do not suggest cancer, the doctor may recommend medicine to reduce the symptoms that are being caused by
an enlarged prostate. Another way to relieve these symptoms is with surgery.
Prostate cancer at It's earliest, most curable stages it produces no symptoms. It is recommended that most men need to
be checked beginning at age 50, though men with higher risks, such as,African American men or men with a strong family
history of such problems, should start being checked at the age of 40.
If cancer is found In the prostate, the doctor needs to detennine the stage, or extent, of the disease. Staging is a careful
attempt to find out whether the cancer has spread, and, if so, what parts of the body are affected. The doctor may use
various blood and imaging tests to team the stage of the disease, and treatment decisions depend on these findings. The
results of staging tests help the doctor decide which stage best describes a patient's disease.
Once a diagr.osis of prostate cancer has been made, decisions are made as treatment. It may be helpful to have the
opinion of more than one doctor before starting treatment, in order to review the diagnosis and treatment options, as this
short delay will not reduce the chances that treatment will be successful.
The doctor will develop a treatment plan specifically for that patient's needs. There are a number of available treatments for
men with prostate cancer, including surgery, radiation therapy, and honnone therapy. The patient, with the advice of his
doctor, should consider both the benefits and possible side effects of each option. (Patients may also opt to receive a
combination of these treatments.)
Prostate cancer that has spread to other parts of the body usually can be controlled with honnone therapy for a period of
time, often several years. Eventually, however, most prostate cancers are able to grow with very little or no male hormones.
When this happens, honnone therapy is no longer effective, and the doctor may suggest other fonns of treatment that are
under study.
Prostate cancer can be, and usually is, diagnosed at an early, curable stage. Research is presently looking into providing
new ways in the future to prevent the disease, to diagnose it earlier, and to treat it more effectively when advanced. (Benign
enlargement can now be treated more safely and less invasively with medicine and surgery.) Additionally, modem
antibiotics are very effective In treating bacterial prostatitis, but new approaches are necessary to understand the cause of
nonbacterial disease before effective treatments can be developed.
It is important for men (and for the women that love them) to ensure that, if a man exhibits or complains of these
symptoms, a physician should be consulted as soon as possible. A little inconvenience and a few minutes out of one's life
for a doctor's appointment could end up saving the life of a loved one, and wouldn't that be worth it?
University of Texas
lnfonnation Provided By:
Houston Medical School
http://medic.med.uth.tmc.edu/ptnt/00001362.htm
Patrick C. Walsh, M.D.
Urologist-in-Chief, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions
St. Luke's Episcopal Hospital
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Marytand
Texas Center Institute (713) 791-3490
brance-has become and far cry from its humble beginnings.
Recommended web sites:
http;/Jwww,wjr;;ca.com/celtic/akasbalsamhajnlore.htm
http://www,religjousto!erance.org/hallo op,htm
Recom"**d .-..ding:
Citr:le Round RMinQ Chldten 111 Goddess Ttacfllcm, by A. Hill & D. Bal<er·

AnMwMiy E'*llon.by D Bal<er·Siamawk. (1989)
When God Was • WOtl*l, by M. Stone (1978)
l.ivrnQ Wicat · A Guide lor lhe SolllaJy Praaillotwlr. by S. ~
(1998)
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Hot Spot: Lone Star Grill
and Saloon
Addreu:1605 N. State
Route 50
Phone:815/ 939-1355
(phone for hours)
Type of Venue: Family
Restaurant
As the early autumn still
offers warm days and cool
evenings, families are
outside in sweatshirts
enjoying a thousand shades
of foliage , pumpkin-patch
runs to the country,
by Jeni Porche
Oktoberfest street fairs, and
Halloween costume
negotiations at the mall, appetites areworked up, and warm,
hearty food is the answer to the question, • Whafs for dimer?"
If slow-cured steak or spicy pork chops are to your liking,
the Lone Star Grill and Saloon is a fine place to take the family
for a generous helping of Texas fare.
Established almost ten years ago in Kansas City, the first in the
Lone Star chain was opened, and since, many a satisfied
customer has passed over the hardwood Texas pine floor to
the bar for a "Cactus Cooler," or pulled a chair up to a plate of
fr1ed potatoes, ribeye steak, and garden vegetable salad.
All four walls of each Lone Star Grill "brags on• the lone star
state (that has always claimed that everything is bigger) being
the "best in the west. • Patrons devour appetizers in neon lit
parma-twilight as top 40's county ballads and boot· stompers
drift from the kitchen's meat counter, which displays each cut
of angus, right up to the front waiting area where hungry,
denim-clad weekend cowboys and suburban dixie chicks wait
for their tables and decide what smells so good.
The servers are a young, friendly, t-shirt clad bunch who
know the difference between rare and medium well, and are
happy to refill, replenish-anything to make sure that the
customer is enjoying the grill gem of choice. Couples can enjoy
an intimate booth in a comer near the back, and groups of five
or more are free to laugh and drink west Texas microbrew in
the brighter and roomier front dining room. The single-level
venue is completely wheelchair accessible, and the wait staff
seems genuine in their willingness to pull out a chair, open a
door, or assist a special-needs customer into a comfortable
seat.
Most entrees are priced between $9.00 (chicken) and $14.00
(steak), and come with a generous side of potato variations,
salad, or soup. For $2.95, kids may choose from a variety of
hot sandwiches, burgers, fries, and a full-sized soda with the
promise of a dish of ice cream when the plate is cleaned. The
desserts for bigger folks are sizeable, so save room for a
Texas-sized helping of warm peach cobbler with a scoop of
vanilla ice cream or fudge brownie before you say goodnight.
Lone Star guests will have to wait an average of 30 minutes
on a Saturday night
after 6:00 p.m., but a
weeknight visit at
about the same time
will get a family of
four seated in a
matter of minutes.
Menu items at the
Lone Star Grill are wellseasoned and beautifully presented, without being overblown
and frou-frou. (Who wants a "Texas steak" lying in a bed of
baby carrots and snow peas?) Patrons can count on
excellent service, and should you happen in on a weeknight,
be sure and ask for Erin. She might be the best server in

Sp
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Have a SAFE Halloween.

PSC FOUNDATION
PRESENTS PASTEL PASSION
The Prairie State College Foundation will present a juried exhibition of pastel
on paper works by regional artists. Called Pastel Passion, the free exhibit will
run from now through November 17, 2000, in the Christopher Art Gallery on the
college's main campus. Pastel Passion will feature 33 works by 16 area artists,
representing a mix of figurative, landscape, and still life subjects. This event
also is part of the Chicago Southland Visual Arts Coalition's "Art Trek 2000,"
which was held earlier this month. During "Art Trek," the south suburbs' bestknown artists exhibited in local galleries and opened their studios to the public,
free of charge. This year's coalition efforts included close to 20 galleries and
artists' studios located in Illinois regions such as Chicago Heights, University
Park, Park Forest, South Holland, Aossmoor, Tinley Park, Beecher, Palos Hills,
Crete, Ford Heights, and Blue Island.
The Christopher Art Gallery hours are as follows: Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Wednesdays and Thursdays from 5 to 7 p.m.;
and by appointment. Individuals seeking more information about the exhibit, any
of the artists, or to make an
appointment to view the collected
works should contact PSC at (708)
709-3756.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Winners of the GSU Ping Pong Tournamen

I

COSTUME CONTEST

Four Bands/DJs
I

I

Part

S7CD.m

1.
2.
3.

Hua Wang
Kenny Soyege
.Jiannlng Li
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" In The Black "
ACROSS
11995flm
5Rimftam

9PDQ
13 Summer treats
14 German car
15 DCVIPs

16 Preakness flower

20Total
21 Signa a note

22 French wine
23Mime
24 Atrfcan country
25Larger
28 Profit
29 Buick, Olds parent
32Memento
33 Gentle
34 Murder

35 Formal bashes
38Seep
39Sola
40 Acknowledge

41 Genetic stllf
42 Harbor WOI1<ers
43Takesout
44 Challenge

45 Peraon from U.K
46 St Francia of
49 Frankfurt's river
50 Greenspan's agcy.
53 1919 baseball debacle
56 Pianist Nat
57 Hack

58 Quick lunch
59 Visualizes
60 Aspen footwear
61 GotanA

+

DOWN
1 Chest protectors
2 Freedom defender

3 Flash a smUe
4~erkey

SSpeaker
6Prompts
7Tally
8lmp'agoaJ

9 Haffez at-_
10 Pardt
11 Bancroft or Boleyn
12 •Hey you fw
17 Vladimir's allowance

18 Pitcher
19 Mounted soldier
23 At.ahor Walker
24 Soap brand
25 Grape vine support

26 WafM ending
27 Public square
28 Celta
29 CandellgtU

36 Travelers
37 Fine meal
42 Undertaking
43 Mr. Clapton
44 Chops food

45 Footing
46 Kindergarten lesson
47_gln
48 Bargain event
49 Caesar's 1021
SO Bank falure assurer
51 Appraise
52 hemoohaged
54 Acorn 80li'C8
55 Magic JoM&on'sleague

30 Pierre Curie's partner
31 Warts, e.g.
33 Shade
34ArrNar

GFR Aasodata E-Mall: EDC9432@aol.eom
Mall: GFR, P.O. Box .t61, Scb ectady, NY 11301

CHESS

(Syndicated by the U.S. Chess Federation)
The Open Games (l.e4 eS) have
their own unique flair. The dynamIcs are so explosive compared to
the Closed Games. Most amateurs
play them because they are excitIng and fun, with lots of opportunities for daring attacks .
Today's game Is one of those
brilliant attacks, but It raises an
Interesting question. How many
readers would be able to seize the
moment when the position requires a sacrifice of several pieces
to achieve victory? Mr. Lawrence
did back In the United Kingdom In
1950. This little gem was unearthed while going through an
Illustrated London News from 1950,
where B. H. Wood's column regularly appeared.
Jarrett-Lawrence (U.K., 1950)
1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bc4 Nf6 4. d3
All the rage today. Why try 4.
NgS only to suffer through the Two
Knights' Defense counterattack to
follow?
4 .... d5
Marshall's favorite and much
underrated today. 5. exd5 NxdS 6.
Bb57
White's best reply Is 6. 0-0 Bg4
(perhaps not best) 7. Rel!, but this
Is another area where theory
could use a little more work for
Black.
6 .... Bd6 7. Bxc6+ bxc6 8. 0-4
().() 9. d47

Seize the
Moment!
Lawrence

8
7
6

5

The Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum

3
2

d
efgh
Ja.rrett
Position after 12. Nc:3

abc

White goofs agaJn. Mind you,
these aren't horrific moves, but
Black has to find the refutation;
and It's not that easyl Try It before
going on.
9 ..•• e4 10. Nfd2 ReS 11. c4 Nf4
12. Nc3 (see diagram) 12••••
NJ!CC211 13. Ndxe4 Bxh2+ 14. Kxb2

Qb4+ 15. Kxg2 Bb3+ 16. Kg1 ReG
One of those little follow-ups
you need to have as part of your
original plan!
17. Ng3 Bg4 18. Qd2 Bf3 19.

Qg5 Qb3, White resigns.
The best advice? Treat every
moment like THE moment. Always
be alert to the possibilities.
-Pete Tamburro

For free Information about how to play, read and write chess, or rec:etvtng ar- Ufl!,
contact the not-for-profit U.S. Chess Federation at 1-800-388-KJNG (5464), or write
USCF, Dept. 71,3054 Route 9W, New Windsor, NY 12553. You can also wit us on the
World Wide Web: http:/~.uscheu.org

Located on the banks of North Pond in Uncoln Park, this museum
explores the biodiversity of the Midwest through six pennanent,
interactive exhibits, including City Science and Wilderness Walk. It also
features special traveling exhibitions. The museum encourages visitors
to take a closer look at their environment, and helps them connect with
science and the natural world that surrounds them. Tlle museum is
located at 2430 N. Cannon Drive. Admission is $6 per aduh, $4 for
seniors, and $3 for children. For more infonnation, contact the museum
at (773) 755-5100, or at its web site address of
www,naturemuseum org. Of special interest, The Peggy Notebaert
Nature Museum will be hosting a number of lectures on topics, including
fashion, poetry, the information revolution, and many other various
aspects of culture. To access a complete listing of scheduled speakers
and topics, access the museum's home page and click on "Chicago
Humanities Festival." The event is slated for the early part of November
2000, and tickets are $5 in advance and $6 at the door.

The Smart Museum of Art
The Smart Museum of Art is a division of the University of Chicago,
and houses upward of 7,200 objects, which range from Greek and
Roman antiquities to contemporary American worl<s. In addition to the
pennanent collection, the museum presents a wide range of special
exhibits, and also conducts educational programs for the public. The
museum is located at 5550 S. Greenwood Avenue, and admission is
free. For more infonnation, contact the museum at (773) 702-o200, or at
its web site address of www.smartmuseum,uchjcago,edu .
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D1 user. Right
on Target?

Don't Miss the

SHOW

by Steve Barba

Allman & Friends
of Blues, 11120

acf. 1 .,-..d out; not oenfered In one , - . 2
wing more _ . . ftllln - Meded; .wcty v. 1 to .,rNd out In
direction; _,.,. rtrlt»>y 2 to mix rog.tt-. .. ~ Of' llquld8;
lntMmlng,.

dif-fuse (dl tyooe')

Limp Blzklt, Emlnem, Papa
Roach
Allstate Arena, 11130
Branford Marsalis
Old Town School of Folk Music,
11/1
Ted Nugent
House of Blues, 12128
Pol Dog Pondering
House of Blues, 11!.21·22
Lou Rawls
Hemmens, 11/4
Jessica Riddle
House of Blues, 1113
Sister Hazel
House of Blues, 1119
Temptations
Star Plaza, 11/11
Grey , Common, Bleck
Pees
•""""""· 11/16

Three Tenors
United Center, 12/17
George Winston
Governors State University, 1212
*Wish
The Waterloo Tavem, 1113

*GSU'sOWNI

I wonder if the band Diffuser read this definition before they
changed their name from Flu 13. I'm guessing they did, and they
probably thought that it was a very good name to represent a band
that is admittedly "not quite rock, not quite punk, not quite pop.•
Diffuser deliberately seeks to blend these three styles to create a
unique sound that is all its own. Injury Love• Melody, the band's
major label debut, falls a bit short of what Diffuser tries to create.
The music is very solid, but in an attempt to become something
unique, Diffuser strays from its strengths and delivers an album that
does not quite reach one's expectations.
The strength of the band's music lies in its refrains. Speaking
personally, I am not a big fan of their more "sing-songy" lyrics, but
the music that accompanies the refrains is pure, and it delivers the
type of sound which I expected from this band. The manner in
which Diffuser moves from one refrain to another, however, is a
different story. The verses are often flat, with little or no melody
derived from the singing. Songs such as "Tidal" and "I Don't Have
The Nerve• are filled with verses that consist basically of talking
really fast in order to fit everything in before the next refrain.
The music is very rich, but for some reason, the band does not
keep a very fluid sound. Maybe they try to incorporate too much
into their songs, but whatever the reason, the inability to pull the
entire songs together is a major ftaw of this record. Just when the
band establishes a sound and feeling for a song, they change, and
tum in a completely different direction. The only band that I can think
of that was able to successfully do at what Diffuser fails is Led
Zeppelin. Irs no wonder, therefore, that Led Zeppelin is professed
by the band to be one of its influences; unfortunately for Diffuser,
they fail to transition as smoothly as did their predecessors.
When not attempting to do too much, Diffuser is able to create
some very liquid and moving music. The best example of this, to my
mind, is the fourth song, "Tell Her This." The song delivers a very
consistent sound with appropriate lyrics. "The Way That 1 Feel"
delivers a similar feeling, but loses its meaning when singer, Tomas
Costanza, belts out lyrics out of touch with the music that acc:orr1oa·· •
nieshim.
Diffuser has a very bad habit of screaming out lyrics just for the
sake of screaming. One of the major reasons I am not a fan of
is that, for some reason, bands of that ilk think that if they scream
something, then it means it should be considered important. One can
scream all one wants, but if the screaming lacks intensity, then it is
merely creating a mirage of relevance. Often times, Diffuser
mistakes loudness for feeling, and falls nat on its face.
The sound is supposed to be very unique, but has some qualities
of other bands. "Karma," which can be found on the Mission:
Impossible 2 soundtrack, Is somewhat reminiscent of the Humm

:==========================~~
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draw similarities to Peart Jam songs, which is no
song "Stars.",since
Numbers
such as of"I the
Am"album
and "35"
both
coincidence
the producer
is Don
Gilmore, who has worked with Pearl Jam in the past.
Also, "Losers of the Year" comes off to be something
akin to what one might hear from a band like Weezer.
Overall, Injury Lov• Melody is a fairly decent
debut album. Since I haven't heard any of the band's
ic, I can't help
previous mubut wonder if
he signing with
a major record Diffuser
label had a
band's sound.
change on the
It seems like the played at the band fights to
create songs Gore rally at
that will be
received better DePaul
during times
when
pop, University on punk, and
alternative
sounds are
popular. It will Sunday,
be interesting
to see what October 29th. kind of music
Diffuser offers In Chicago.
in its next
album. I really
think that the
band needs to
focus on
maintaining the integrity of their individual numbers,
rather than trying to incorporate so many different
styles in its songs. The band has a very strong base,
but needs to work on creating lyrics that can be sung
in better conjunction with the music.
With regards to moving towards commercial
success, the band has been quoted as saying 'We're
not doing it to become some Columbia House one-hit·
wonder band. We want longevity. • This is somewhat
ironic because, without building upon their strengths
and becoming more polished, that is exactly what they
might become.
The word "diffuse," to the band, may mean exactly
what it says in the dictionary. It Is a symbol of all the
things the band tries to incorporate into one. While this
may be a good thing, it can also be a bad thing:
Sometimes trying to do so many things at once, we
never accomplish anything at all.
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Cornel West: Prophetic Critic of Faith....
and Reason
by Geoffroy de Laforcade
There are times when a single
author or book provokes a kind of
intellectual epiphany in the life of
a reader. Cornel West's seminal
collection of essays, The Come/
West Reader (Basic Books,
1999), had no less an impact on
me. Through a rare combination
of sincere autobiography and
critical erudition, West personally
leads his audience on a poignant
existential journey through the
kaleidoscopic universe of his
exceptionally brilliant and
courageous adult life. In this endof-century late capitalist culture,
we have grown unaccustomed to
the joyful and tragic engagement
of universal social and philosophical quandaries by high-caliber
Renaissance minds, sadly weary
of the boundlessness of our own
curiosities, and desperate for
bold reassessments of modernity,
utopia, and faith. West jolts us
into a salutary revision of the cold
certainties and dour expectations
of contemporary common sense.
He shuns the pompous megalomania of academic stardom and
enlightened political marginality,
conveying a sincere humility and
inclusiveness that opens the
gates of knowledge to the havenots of our elitist educational
times.
West is an idiosyncratic political
and literary figure, a self-defined
"quintessentially modem thinker"
and Chekovian Christian with
deeply democratic commitments,
a "blues man in the world of
ideas· and a "jazz man in the life
of the mind.• His arguments are
open-ended, non-sectarian,
experimental, bold and rigorous,
and his erudition covers a wide
range of themes: Marxist theory
and postmodemism, black
nationalism, ethnic insurgency
and multicultural politics, American economic liberalism and
philosophical pragmatism, Eastern
European intellectual traditions
and the French Enlightenment,
race, gender, and homophobia in
modem society, community
empowerment and progressive
taxation, the prophetic heritage of
black Protestantism and Biblical
ethics, marl<et-driven culture and
the possibilities of democracy,
blues, gospel, jazz, and rap music
- all are woven into a subtle and
inquisitive reflection on what it
means to be human, modem, and

American today. Unlike most
authorial anthologies, typically
assembled in a totalizing fashion
by the professional archivists of
academic canonization, West's
soul-searching confession
beckons disagreement and
dialogical engagement. It
summons the reader to consider
his corpus against the backdrop
of its highly conflictual times, to

us to examine the underpinnings of
our social order, and to address
the African American past as
being constitutive of our worldhistorical present, rather than as a
tragic subplot of otherwise
magnificent human undertakings. In
a remarl<able, subtle-yet- scathingly critical essay on that other
black Renaissance man, W.E.B. Du
Bois, West likens the plight
black Americans at the
1
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "' of the twentieth century
of Tolstoy's Russia
Prague,
llw'"''"'inn European
llpa1raclign~s of racial and
nthAm,A""C: intO a
'fAc:r.iru~tina_ comparativist
.hic:.tnri,,..al indictment of
IAIT•Ari•~n raciology. Race is
as a key signifier in
political controversies of
llr.-.nl·emnor-arv American
"through the coded
""nn1mn•" of welfare reform,
"' '''mrruyr;ttu{.;"' policy, criminal
~ 11nu•nishm•ent affirmative
suburban
Jpriivatiza1jon • Yet its
I rAilfot'.Atinn is consistently
and its multiple,
lr.nntr.~ni,r.torv meanings
umvAIIIAU . the battles over
deiPio!Vecl in directions
rAOnorlize such diverse
of criticism as the
Afrocentrism of a
,M,.u....... Karenga, the liberal
orv-1~nnAiic:.m of a William
1 . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' J u l i u s Wilson, or the
postmodem conservatism of
an Ishmael Reed.
build on its proposals and join in
Another exceptional aspect of
its debate.
West's prose is its musicality. In
African American scholars and
this regard, the sole short story
political activists are often held to
included in the collection, entitled
a mission of moral and historical
"Sing a Song,• stands as a buglevindication of black culture,
call for his impressive corpus of
constrained by friends and foes
cross-disciplinary nonfiction
to an ontology of redemptive
writings. He characterizes this
victimization that narrows their
talented piece as a leitmotiv of his
assigned field of inquiry. In this
worl<, an effort ,o sing in spoken
regard, West is a model of what
word and written texts like Duke
can be achieved when the
Ellington played and Sarah
corrosive power of prejudice
Vaughan sang, to swing, to create
encounters the steaclfast
an intellectual performance that
resistance of an uncolonized
had blues sensibility and jazz-like
consciousness. He views white
openness, to have the courage to
supremacy not as an anomaly of
be myself and find my voice in the
our enlightened age, but as an
world of ideas and the life of the
integral ~ponent of European
academy.• For West, music is the
progress, and African slavery
epitome of life's endeavors, "the
as a pre-condition of progresgrand archaeology into and
sive breakthroughs in the
transfiguration of our guttural cry,
modem world. This "ignoble
the great human effort to grasp in
paradox" reverses conventional
time ... our deepest passions and
wisdom in ways that challenge

yearnings as prisoners of time.
Music permeates his expository
and oratory style. Even when
he isn't writing about it, he
espouses its aesthetics of
performance, soulful mythms,
and mind-awakening dissonance. His own existential
identification wi~ the black
musical tradition, which he
discusses at length in various
essays, serves as a metaphor
of his philosophical quest:
"Afro-American music is first
and foremost ... a countercultural practice with deep
roots in modes of religious
transcendence and political
opposition. Therefore it is
seductive to rootless and
alienated people disenchanted
with existential meaninglessness, disgusted with flaccid
bodies and dissatisfied with the
status quo." Having myself
sung, clapped, and danced to
African-American-inspired
tunes in Paris, Marseilles,
Buenos Aires, Amsterdam,
Ouagadougou, Havana, and
Harlem, having studied the
global cross-fertilization of
black music in recent years,
and having found blues and
jazz-inspired fiction to be one
of the most soul-shaking
genres in the English language,
1 felt a close affinity with West's
lifting of sound to the rank of a
democratic discourse of
meaning.
Erudite and original, prophetic
and insightful, challenging and
Intrinsically democratic, I found
West's autobiographical
performance bewildering and
seminal, difficult but irresistible.
At once a learning tool and an
object of empowerment, his
book is clifficult to shelve after
single read. Even West's
paradoxical reference to the
agnostic Russian playwright
Anton Chekhov as being the
philosophical mentor of his selfstyled black Christian commitment, makes sense as a call to
action and cry for lucidity. Thus
his invitation to consider the
predicament of this country:
"Have we reached the limits of
the American religion of
possibility? Do class, race and
gender hierarchy have the last
word on how far democracy
can go in our time? My
Chekhovian Christian viewpoint
says Nol No! Nol But maybe .. ."

Science Fiction Contest Might Open Doors for Novice Writers
How to break into an industry that's worth billions of dollars just on the basis
of your creative juices and hard worl<? It's not merely a dre~m. In the '!'u~
billion dollar American book publishing industry, science fiction, along with its
sister genres, fantasy and horror, attracts millions of readers each year. Many
aspiring and budding writers are getting their first break in the field through the
internationally acclaimed L. Ron Hubbard Writets of the Future Contest.
The contest, the most prestigious one for new writers of speculative
fiction--4he term that e~passes ~ese genres-was established by L. Ron
Hubbard in late 1983 to discover and acknowledge new writing talent. Since
then, over 250 novels, including New Yorlc Times bestsellers, and over 2,000
short stories have been published by contestants.
One of the many successes ~ the contest is Dave Wolverton who signed
a three-book contract with Bantam Books two weeks after winning the grand
prize. He later joined the ranks of New Vorl< Times bestselling a~rs with
Star Wats: The Courtship of Princess Lela and A Very Strange Tnp, a novel
he wrote based on a screenplay by L. Ron Hubbard (Battlefield Earth).
Among the benefits, winners receive cash prizes,an all-expense- paid trip to
Hollywood for the awards ceremony, a week-long writers worikshop, and
publication of their woriks in the annual anthology, L. Ron Hubbard Presents
Writers of the Future.
Although the contest encourages entrants from all walks of life, it is
estimated that 60% of the manuscripts submitted are from college students,
many of ~ discovered the contest by reading the anthology.
"The Contest, in recent years, has encouraged more submissions from
college and university students. We find that students urge other students to
enter their manuscripts who then encourage other students. It snowballs,"
commented Nathalie Cordebard, Contest Coordinator. The contest is administrated by Author Services Inc., Mr. Hubbard's international literary agency.
Another noteworthy feature of the contest is the panel of judges which
includes ~e of the biggest names in speculative fiCtion today: Kevin J.
Anderson, Doug Beason, Greory Benford, Algis Budrys, Anne McCaffrey,
Larry Niven, Andre Norton, Frederik Pohl, Jerry Poumelle, Tim Powers, Robert
Silverberg, Jack Williamson, and Dave Wolverton.

When asked is there was any one tip she would give to would-be
entrants, the contest coordinator said, "I suggest picking up and
reading a copy of the latest anthology, L. Ron Hubbard Presents
Writets of the Future, Volume XVI or any if the earlier volumes. The
imaginative and creative sci-fi and fantasy ~ this year's new .
winning writers give the flavor of the contest, and the readers wlll
also get great wrting advice from essays contained in each volume of
the anthologies."
The writing career of your dreams might ba closer than you think.
For more inf~tion, please send a SASE to: L. Ron Hubbard's
Writers of the Future Contest, P.O. Box 1630, Los Angeles, CA 90078
or check out the contest's website www.wrjtersofthefuture,org.

IJiotw», by Uz SmiiJI

TM ~ You Can't $q In Amedca, by Lany
Elder
10. Eyewitness to Power, by David R. Gergen

If you would like to place an ad in this classified section, or purchase space to advertise In another section of the newspaper, please be advised of the following rates and
regulations, students may advertise one message (in ten pt. font), up to twenty-five words, per Issue, at no cost. The twenty-sixth word, and every word after, will cost a dime
Please contact the INNOVATOR office to learn about larger ads, the use of graphics in ads, and our art service. All advertising inquiries are taken by the ad manager at (708)
534-3068.

Acknowledge
A Job Well
Done I

Services

Nominate a GSU
Employee for the Civil
Service Employee of
the Month Program

CHILDCARE
Richton Park

Tha8Mid~
~whodlmoiilll . .

...,P.Y peltorrMnce in lheor
~ . MWIII Mlholewhogo
ltJcM lr1d ~ hc:.ll olciAy
10 BUilt fellow employees or

(708)
747-9050

......

-· "'--·

"CUT RATE"
Local Man Offers Reasonable Rates
and Quality Work
construc:tlon, deck building,
end

~lntlng,

e vwteiY _of home ,..,..,.

Trimming of busheS, grass cutting,
and all aspects of landscaping

Cerpet cleenlng, window weahlng
(In end outside), end other odd Jobs
NO
Winter-time snow removal

CONTRACTS! Call Joe

@

708 647-0927

~~~~~~~-----------------------,

"""'"'·.

unfvwa•ty·wtde ecttnowtedgement

"'---·-""

TerraSea Ltd.

- I O b e - O S U'I
~olllloY-

-beloundOI ... _ _

*Wholesale Dive TraveVTours

- - - dropol>ool ... Uft-.ily, juat-

*Group Discounts

ol- -

*Underwater Stock Photographs
..;.;..:.._
-

1-800-403-8488

Fag.~"s olllce

lr1d 1he DHR. Addillonll
Rorm8lion may be obtained by
_ _ . OOIUC1ing 1he OHR • (708) 534-

You don't have dme, do you?

I will type your term papers and special projects.
Professional secretary (with 10 years office
experience)! will take care of your word
processing needs fast. Good tum around time and
fair prices. Leave a message for Ms. Scott at 708/
534-4517.

4100

GUITARS FOR SALE
Epiphone Les Paul with custom fi
hard shell case. $375

Both In excellent
condition

*FOR SALE*
Beautiful 4 bedroom,2 % bath
townhouse with fireplace, stove, refrigerator, dishwashers, washer &
dryer. All appliances stay. Two-car
attached garage with pool in back.
Balcony off of both master and 2nd
bedrooms. Must see!
Contact Mr. Barrett (708) 878-2423.

Must sell collection of World War II memorabilia.
Posters, uniforms, propaganda buttons, flyers, army
rations (still packaged), photographs, weapons,
helmets, metals, and much more.
Please leave a message for me in the newspaper
office at 708/534-4517. Leave your name and a
good time to reach you. Serious inquiries only.
Leave message for Fran.

Brick 2 Bedroom-2
Bath Condo near
expressway. In-unit
laundry and all
appliances.

$62,699.

•••••••••
Call Yolanda
Alexander-ERA
ARROW (708)
206-8333.

Rock, Country, R&B

CHEAP!
Call to request a title list!
Call (708) 534-4517
and leave a message
for Phyllis.

FOR RENT
1 Bedroom apartment
with intercom entry,
swimming pool, extra
storage, cable ready wi
pace bus stop out front is
available for sublet now!
~ a month in Park
Po~

LOST & FOUND

Dear GSU:
"I MOl~
waiiWlg IIVough
streets paved
with gold. Ufled
some Slonessaw the skin and

-

. HELP

WA~TJ;D

off C~[JJpus

TEACHERS&TEACHER
AIDES NEEDED
Pre-K Through 3od Grade
Full & Part-time
College Students Welcome.

Workforstudents.com/np

$13.60 Base-appt.

Benefits. Orland Area. 708/

460-4415.

Appointment Setters/
Customer Service
Need 6 appt. setters.

$30.-$45.,000 yr.
Benefits include ins.,
profit sharing, vac time.
Bill 708/824-9090

National company has local
PT/FT to fill ASAP! No
telemarketing. Scholarship
opportunities. Conditions
exist. We train. Apply now.
Call M-F (708) 975-1006.

MIS & CS Students

Student Networking
Assistants Needecf

Place an ad for
a babysitter
he

See Robbye Peppers in the Student
Placement Office, or contact Erin Reed at
ext. 2217.

I

Adve~seforYourNext

WANTED:Student for Internship in Conference Planning

'i

I

GRADUATE ASSISTANT
HERE!

I
;

i
See Dr. Michael Purdy
Communications Program
(708) 534-4081
m-purdy@goyst edu

WHAT:

All Internship wilh Dr. Purdy to help plan the International Listening Association Conference at the Mic:land
Hotel in Chicago, March 21-23, 2001.

The int8mship may begin anytime between now and
January 2001. The intem&hip wiD continue until the
conference Is llnlshed and all the loose ends are
wrapped up-probllbly ...., Match 2001.

This Is an opportunity for a student (probably graduate)
to learn first hand about conference planning and also

WHY:

help Dr. Purdy.

T• to Dr. Purdy abcU enrolling In an inllmlhlp c:lasa

HOW:

now.

•••••••
If you are
interested
in a job on
campus,
Call Ms.

looking
for
skilled
copy editors.
To apply,
please call
IS

(708)

534-4517.

Robbeye
Peppers,
coordinator
for the
Student
Employment
and
Internship
Program at
708/2353974.

i!

Call 708/ 534 4 517

Arts & Entertainment Ed· or
*WANTED*

~---=~~

Call the INNOVATOR office to
See how an editorship might
Fit into your busy schedule.
Music, film, spoken word ...
Great experience and opportunities for
"outside" exposure. Call7081534-4517 .

GOVERNOR~ STATE VNJV.ERSJTY
AA>slatant External Proarams Manager

Governors State University s~ks applications and nominations for the position of Assistant
External Programs Manager in the Center for Extended Learning and Communication" Services.
The successful candidate for this position will coordinate the initiatives scheduled in the
interactive video classroom {courses offered b) OSU and other innitutions in the South
Metropolitan Re111ional Hi&hcr Education Consortium. facilities management for extended campus
ites, "tudent and faculty !>upport services for degn:e program courses offered at the regional
community college • the !>ehoduling of credit and non-credit work!>hops). Thts position" ill also
work close I) with the division chairpcroons in the academic colleges to identif). select. and
schedule course • handling the administrative details related to extended campus cour c offerings.
Governors State University is located 35 miles south of' Chicago and ia. the filste&lj!ruwmg
university in lllinoi!>. GSU is an upper-division university with cou..,cs lcadin~ to baccalaureate
and ma ter"s dcgTees and serves over 9,000 tudcnt. annually, most of whom arc non-traditional,
in the Colleges of Aru and Sciences, Business and Public Admini,;trotion. Education, and Health
Profc ion.s. anc.l in the Center for Extended l..ean1in and Communications Services. The primal'}
mb~inn of the llnh·ers11y is teaching and providing iL<; culturally and economicall) diver.;e,
lifdong lcamcrs an aiTordahle nd accessible education.
Ouqlilkutlmr.<

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Bachelor's degree is required;
. 1irumum three years related professional experience;
Evidence of:;tmns org ni.tatlonal and rnAnll¥Cmcntskill :
Strong interpers.onal and writtcn &kills;
Ability to work independently and as a member of team;
Commitment to pro\'idmg personalized tiUpport erviccs to students w1d faculty;
Computer literot ; c. posun: to distance learning technology is a plus;
A valid dri"er'« hcense and access to transportation to ,..;,.it extended campus teaching itc:" on
a regular basis;
An understanding, sensitivity and commitment to div.:rsity.
AIW/Icqtlpn end Nt>milrut/rm Procedure

Find

the
Help
you

Need.
ext.
4517

'T11is position i available immediately. '11le review of' application!> will begin immediately and
will continue until the po"ition is filled. To apply, interested candidate!> !Jlould end a lencr of
application addressing qualifications; a curn:nt vita/resume; and the name • addresses and
appropriate contact infonnalion for three profc sional references to:
Barry Ryan. Chairperson
Extemal Program Manager Search Commntee
Governors State University
University Park. II, 60466
tr )OU ,..ould like more tarormatloo •bout tb• Ualvenity,
our websate: at: wwll'r.l'OYsLedu.

pte..., visit

Guvemors State University, an affinnativc &ctiunlequal opponumty employer. is committed to
achie,..ing excellence through diversity. The Uni,·ersity encourages applications from women,
persons with disabilitie ... and ethnic/racial minorities.

